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Initially , the object of this research was to use the Bethe 

Salpeter equation; to do quark model C1CUl5tiOfl$i However# it 

ended up as something very different. In this preface we áurnitze 

the object of each chapter an: attempt to point out vftat is original 

as distinct from what is just a review of other work.: 

In Chapter 1 we review the basic theory of the Beth -Salpeter 

equation. We show that the ansiogy. between the two point function 

and the four point function can be pushed quite tar, i.e* we derive 

a spectral representation for the  fur point function in a manner 

precisely analogous to the derivation of the spectral representation 

for the two point function# and we use this to derive the pole 

behaviour associated with a bound state. Crossing symmetric torma 

of the 8.8. equation are 4tscused. The bound state equations 

corresponding to this are also discussed in which context, an 

unexpected poe sibility emerges concerning the effect of the Cross 

channels on bound states. Also a proof of the Ward*skahashl 

identity for composite particles (or any system of two interacting 

particles) Is spelt out in detail. 	. 

Chapter 2 consists of a discussion of the ladder APProZinatiOn 

to the B,8o equation for the binding of. two scalar particles by the 

exchange of a tidrd. The validity of Wick rotatIon Is discussed at 

great length with some interesting though not quite conclusive 

results, AsymptotIc behaviour of wave functions is derived. The 

method of. stereographic transformation is used to expose the o(Z) 

symmetry of the Wick rotated equation, for unequal masses and 



erbttrary parameters jAlp p2p which define the relative momentum 

in terms of the individual momenta. This leaves one with certain 

free parameters, variation of which does not effect the physics. 

These can be used to advantage. It is pointed out that the 

generators of the 0(h) symmetry must be hex'mitean in a physical 

scaler product. This is shown to be the caseo VinalUp first 

order perturbation theory is applied to find arOxiaate eigen-

values and wave-functions from known exact solutions. 

In Chapter 3 methods of handling the epinor anti-spinox' 

equation in the ladder approximation are examined. The case where 

a vector particle is exchanged which has certain simplifying 

features1  is exa*tned briefly, for general values of the energy 

momentum vector. We then confine our attention to the case of 

zero total energymosentum. The authors of ref, (15) make a general 

eneata for the solution in the case of massless scaler exchange and 

reduce the problem to the solution of a set of coupled "radial" 

equations. These results are generalised to a more or lees arbitrary 

potential.; in this context, certain interesting mathematical 

relations Involving spherical harmonics are derived. Solutions of 

Goldstein's equation proportional to arbitrary spherical harmonics 

are discussed. Boundary conditions for them are derived* Kummer'* 48) 

method of solution is briefly exanlnedj a certain requirement is 

stressed, which ensures the selt.00naistency of the method. The 

behaviour for large q of a general class of solutions is examined* 

Certain vertex functions are briefly examined. 

Chapter h is a study of certain aspects of the four-termion 

Interaction* Crossing symmetric L$* equations for the scattering 

amplitude are written down and discussed briefly. The S channel 



-iii.,  

B.$* equation te f0mally Solved aIId in an 5pPfldiX, two flOfl 

trivial examples are worked out in detail. The Nambu ioe130 is 

reviewed the bubble diagram in this theory is "renormalised" 

and a finite result for it is obtained. This has some interesting 

consequences.. The Tukawa Lagrangian equivalent to that of the 

Nambu model is-examined. The existence of the Goldstone boson is 

shown explicitly by a method based on that of ref. (s), though in 

some respects. simpler. NO use is made of the functional derivative 

calculus. 

In Chapter , certain espects of the non-relativistic quark 

model are reviewed, in Chapter, 60  an ezpreasion for the Coznpton 

scattering of mesons by zero energy photons is derived. 

• In, Chapter, Ith. a relativistic quark model" )  is ezarnne4. The 

constraints imposed on the B.$* wave-function by the various discrete 

symmetries are discussed., Porttfsotors are calculated in a certain 

approximation and these are used to find the constraints imposed by 

current conservation within; the framework of the approzimation Con 

straints on the form of 'the, wave-function imposed by considering 

the leptonic decays of the pseudoscalar mesons, and, also the exactly 

zown expression for zero energy Compton Scattering, are derived 

and their consistency dXsoUBsedo Finally the.ratea for various 

- 2-,X decays are àalculated, using *-form of 'the .wavefurictiOn, 

with free parameters,. Which can be made to satisfy all constraints 

by choosing. the parameters properly. This calculation is a very 

significantly modified version of a 'similar calculation 'in ref.. (36). 



17e follow,  the conventions of ref. (I) in almost every detail* 

in pattcular, our metric to 

$ 	\ 

(1 0 0 0 
Jo -i 0 0 	 (1) 
O 0 .'i 0 

\0 0 0 •'øl 

Equations are numbered eonaeutiveiy within each chapter in 

just the manner used above. Equations are referred to as follow* 

if just "eqn. ()U  is used then it refers to that equation within the 

same chapter as the reference, It "eqn. (Ron) to used It refers to 

eqn. (n) of Chapter R. 

Each chapter is divided Into titled and numbered sections. 

These are referred to by number. 

References are either referred to explicitly as ref. (z) or 

are written as a superscript, for example. 

Pigurea are numbered consecutively within each chapter, and 

are referred to as 	Pig. (ii) 	within that chapter or as Pig. (Ron) 

outside of it. 
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(1) of, the 	 'Bound at _Fun2tion near _8L Bound 

The LOS Z. Reduction Joxmla for the two particle elastic 

scattering a rnUtHe states that: 

=+ 

L 	f2( 2 , x2) L 

	

(OT(i1(x1) 22 i(Zi) 22'> 	3, 
1( 1y1)) 

	

, 	() 
y2 (1) 

where the *(x) are the teisenbeg field operators of the two 

particles and the-,other s,'mbo1s have the following significance 

(a) f(CLf, 	are the wave functions deseribthg 

the two final and initial states. The symbols aj, aj' represent 

the quantum numbers of these etaies. 

(b) 0 	 are differential operators with the property 

	

that - 	 4— 

	

L 	(t)i' x) 	f()(cLj  x) L 	= 	o 	 (2) 

They must also have another property: given any two configuration 

apace fUnCtLional, the following equation must bold 



. 	 t 1:$(x) 	•_ Lk 1) 	 Jr 	 . 	 ( 3) 
x 

where J41  is a function defined by this equation. A scalar product 

of any two functions may be defined by 

- 	 3 0 . 	(,, 6) = 	d xj(x)  

The scalar product (4ui, f1(a1)) where 	is a Heisenberg 
. 	in . 	 . 

Field operator is the aayrnptotic creation operator a(ct1) and 
in 

can be shown to be constant in time, 	. 	. 

(o) 	Lastly, the z 	are the squares of the avetunction 

renormalization constants, 

Once the initial and final states. are specified, the essential 

dynamics is seen to lie in the- tuntion 

't (x1, 	y2) 	(or( 1(x1) 2(x2) 	(y) 	(y2)) 10> 

 

as are Interested in isolating and examining relativistic .bound states, 

A number of statements, resulting from basic axioms, can be made3 

For the moment let x01, 02  be greater than 	y02. Then 

y1, '2) 	<'0IT($1(x1) 2(x2))((y1) 2(72t0) 

 

This próesa •will, in general, occur through -rany types of inter— 

mediate states: • 	• 	: 	• 	• 	• • 	• 



41 
"I  
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t (x 	01 0 2) 
 x2; y1, y2) 	= 	,5<OT(r4/2) )(nt T 1 2)t0) . (7) 

	

Let <OIT(*,(x 1Th2(X2)) \ Pt 	be denoted by 	(x1  x2) where 

P is the total momentum of the state and u. represents the other 

quantum numbers. Translation Invariance has the following conse- 

quence: 	e denote the total momentum Qperptor of the system by P. 

This is conjugate to any variable measuring the position of the 

system as a whole, It follows that 

"I 	 IP.x -t.x 
A 	(x1  x2) 	= (01 e - 	e 	T(41(x1)2(x2)) 

i.x .-iP.X 
e 	e 	\Pa> 	 (8a) 

-iP.x 
= 	e 	<0JT(*l(x, - X)*2(x2  - x) (p;1 	(8b) 

Let X 	X1  + [L 2  x,, 	where 	+ 42 = 1. Then 

- x 	= 	2(x1  - x2) 	 (9a) 

- X 	R1(X7  - x1) 	 (9b) 

and 

'Xp(xi, x2) = 4(x) 

	

e 
	

10 a) 

where 	x =x - 	, 	 (lob) 

The variables X, x are the conventional centre of mass and 

relative co-ordinates if 	= m1+m2 where m,, m denote the 

	

masses of the particles, To vary 	l y  2 is just to make a canonical 

transformation so, essential physics is independent of these parameters, 
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e proceed without taking special values for them, in most of what 

follows, 

Let the adjoint function 
<P(LJT(T1(.vl) 2(y2)) \ O 	be denoted 

	

by 'Xp(Y 2 	Then 

ai' & 
	

e 

ven if #i is the hermitean conjugate of 	
, 

as woulc be the 

case if, for example, it represented a charged scalar field, it is 

not true that p4(x) and 4 pa (X) are complex conjugate. In tact 
%.0(x1,,,(xl, x2) 	= <PaIT'*(~+(xl) r(x2) '10> 	(12) 

where T 
Is 

produces an anti-chronological product. 

In eq. (7) the intermediate states will have positive energy 

and. time-like momentum, Therefore, the -functions can be written 

as 

x2; y1, y9) = 	
ç(2)L4 

r.()) Q<P2) 

(13) 

'e wish to take the Fourier Transform of this equation, It will 

therefore be necessary to build in the condition x01,.x02 >y01, o2' 
explicitly with the help of a -function. This can be done compactly 

as follows: 	a rephrasing of the condition Is (the following is 

given In ref. (9) for 	Is 

	

m.tn( x10, 20 	> max( Y109 y20)  

But 
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min(x10 , x) 	- 	x0  9(x,) + 92 xO 9(-x,) 	(15a) 

= X 0  t(x) ... 	 (15b) 

where the definition of f(x0) is evident. 

Also max(y10, y20  ) 0 Y + 42 Y0  (Y0) - 41  YO  0(-.Vo) 	(16a) 

YO  + f(-.v 0). 	 (16b) 

qrt. (13) may now be written more correctly as 

(x,Y,x,y) (x0  - Y0 	f(x0) - f(-y0)) 

iP.(Y-x) 
e 	4a(X) Pa 2) 

- YO  - t(x0) - f(-70)) 	 (17) 

If P, 2  are the variables conjugate to x1, x21  what are 

the variables conjugate to X. x ? The general rule is that if the 

sot of n variables P1  are conjugate to the set X1, then the set 
((A )T p)1  are conjugate to the set (Ax)1  where A 18 any 

matrix. here 

i 
A 	

( 	
(18) 

and 

= (:2 1 	 (19) 

so the variables conjugate to X, x are 

= 	 (20a) 

q M 	1j,.S- r  ?2 	 (201,) 



If the representations 

(%o 

( x)  
21 

-Co 

(21a) 

and 	 ( 00 

(p2) = 0 	n2  Ô(r 	in2) 
	

(21b) 

are used, one can limnediately find the Fourier Transform of eqn. (17) 

with respect to (x Y), The result is 	 •. m25) 

00 - 

e(pl 	 da 
0 	,2  

This analysis applies to one particular time order, 

X03, X02 > vol' o2' What about the opposite time order 

ol y02 > X0  z02  ? The same arguments go through except that 

apparently different Thnotlone , ftf will emerge. However, if 

it is asatrne4 thEt . the theory is CT invariant then one can argue as 

tollovve: let us take the fields to be scalar 'for simplicity: 	such 

fields transform'. according to 	 :. 	
• • . • • 

CT 1(x)(cT 3 	 (x') 	 (23a) 

where • • Xf  (3b) 

with the additional Instruction that the whole matrix element be 

complex conjugated. It follows frau inserting ( CT) operators in 

the 't-function (eqn (5)) that 

<OJT('*+ 	)'( 	)T( *( X1)$2(X2) o> 

= OJT( * 1  o) 	(24) 



where of of course 	(the h.c, of 	) may be used for 	In the 

case of scalar fielue, 	hat this equation tells us is that if we 

derive the equivalent of eqn. (22) for the inverted time order, then 

the numerator will be the same except that the signs of x0, y0  will 

be changed and in the denominator (P0  - 	+ it) will becane 

(p0  + w 	1€). 

Let 

(25a) 

1 OP)t(Yo
) ho'(y,w) 	 (25b) 

If ,S' , J5' 	are taken to have definite time parity then the 
Pa 	Pa. 

numerators are the same for the two time orders. Adding these two 

contributions to the scattering amplitude we get for the s-channel 

contribution 

x,y) 

	

	dm
(26) 

100 

o 	2 in2  I 

where the spectral function 	9(x,,P,w) is given by 

I 	p(Z,tJ) )4(tt JJJ• 	 (27) 
CL 

The full amplitude will contain similar contributions fran the 

t, u channels. The spectral functions will be scalars except for the 

spin indices of the fielded  It may be remarked that CT invariance 

is used in the derivation of the spectral representation for S'(x) 



in just the same way as it isused above. 

Let there be a tiiscrete set of bound states among the possible 

Intermediate states inthe 0 channel, for example. Then eqn (26) 

becomes 

•• P 0,  xv d I 
.p 

00 
2 

(m1+m2)2 	
+ i 

- 

where z az's constants analogous to wave-function renormalization 

constants in the case at the two point functions  e can ignore them 

An what follows 

The most - important aspect of eqn (28) is that it exhibits the 

tact that there will be a pole in the off shell anplitude at ,a bound 

state energy. This fact can be shown far more generally than has 

been shown, and with much less fuss. Let us return to ecjn, (22) and 

aasute the: existence of a discrete- bound state below thresholds  The 

Pole behaviour is iffmedtate. In tact near the'bound state energy the 

amplitude, has the behaviour (we take Fourier tranarorma w.r,t. 

x, r; of. eqn (20b))* 

- - 
In general, when we use the momentum space form L (r,q,q') 

we agree that the energy-momentum O-.function has been factored 

out. 
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1:s 	PmCI ci') 

a 210,(P0 
	WP 
 - 	+ ie) 	 (29) 

where P 	(ton, ) while 	'( q) 18 the Fourier Transform or 

6(x, w,). This is the basic result. ffowever, eqn, (28) is 

perhaps more aesthetically satisfying. Only the residue or the 

numerator at p0  a wp  is important in eqn. (29). Let 4(ci) be 

the Fourier Transform of jd(x, P, o). Then the residue of & is 

given in terms or these* 

ResA (P,q,q') a (30) 
2  

In this section an integral equation obeyed by 	(q) is 
derived from general field theoretical considerations. Firstly it 

I$ necessary to find an integral equation for the off shell scattering 

amplitude t.\ (P,q,q'). To this end, we discuss the very general 

concept of irreducible diagrams. For brevity let us use the notation 

of abstract operators. A linear Integral equation for & would have 
the form 

(3') 

where a is an integral operator, It is desirable to gain Insight 

into what 0 represents, Iteration or eqn, (31) gives 

A a 	0 + 	A. 0 + A 0 at, 0  a o  + ..... 	 (32) 

This may be formally aummel to give either 
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3. 	
(33a) 

or 	= A0 - 	 (3b) 
3. 

both of which are merely reetatements of eqn, (31). The interesting 

equation is (32). It states that 0 represents the sum of all 

diagrams which cannot be expressed as & 0  GO t 0  or A 0  GI IN O G"b 

where 0', 0" etc. are arbitrary diagrams, such diagrams are called 

irreducible and form a subset of all diagrams contr1butin to A 
All other diagrams are called reducible. The concept of irreducibility 

is very meaningful for one and two particle propagators, and in an 

extended sense for three particle propagators. 

In the context of two particle scattering, ts 	can be taken 

to be the no scattering terra, which for two non-identical bosons, 

for example, wou,16 be the result of inserting a vacuum state in the 

t (and u) channel (that is, if the a channel is under conaicera-

tion). ;e have 

	

= (0T(1(x1) 	 (y2))10> 

3( x)(  yr)) 	X2) 7 P2)) i 0> 	 (34) 

	

in the t channel. 	o (taking unidentica]. particles) 

	

(0\T( 1(x1) 	.ii)Io)(oIT(4f 2(x2) 72(y2)) 1 0> 	 (35) 

or the product of full single particle propagators. 7,.or ferinions 

AN 0 will have a minus sign, because of the change of order within 

the T-product, 



..- educible diagram is therefore any one which has th-., form 

shown In Fig, 11. *..,"he blob repreaente any diagram. Now back to 

eqn. (31). In configuration apace, it will have the form 

t(x1 x2 y1 y2 ) 	iA(x1 - y1)iA ,(x2 - 

+ çdzl dz2 dz dz iA F(xl_zl)i F(x2..z2 )o(zlz2;z3z) 

t (z1 ,z21 y1y2) 	 (36) 

Where ON 1z2z311) represents the sun of all irreduci. te diagrams, 

without external linen. In momentum apace this becomes 

I 	( 1"+q) 1t 26 (t2i..q)d(q-q') 

+ 	1 411" ( 	i+q)i A(i 	-c) 	O(P,q,k) L\(P,k,q') (2411h) 	
(37) 

qn. (37) Is the 13the- ipeter'' 	equation for the off 

mass-shell scatter1n amplitude. 

Near s bound stete & will have a pci n P0. it the bound 

state energy we can equate residues of this pole. Th irthc 	neoue 

term drops out, so one Is, left with 

J ((q) 	i ACL 	pm~l 

G(P,1,k)T lip (k) 4Jq') 

(38) 

where m is the bound state mass. It has been implicitly assumed 



here that G(,q,k) haá no pole in P.at a bound state. This 

iiwe frorn eqn, (33) because if G had such a pole then the 

right hand aide of these equations would go to zero, while the 

left hand side would go to infinity, 

If it. is assumed that the AP (q) are a linearly independent set 

then there follows an equation for 	4 (q) itaelf ije drop the 
subscript M, 4(q) obeys the equation.. 

= 	'(i1P+q)
F. 

1 	 G(P,q,k)4(k) 

which. is the bound state 8,B, (=.Bethe-salpeter) equation, Although 

our notationseems-to imply scalar particles, eqn. (9) is in tact 

much more general.. This equation is the correct relatiiatte bound 

state equation for two particles of any spin, The form of 	and IF 
0(pq) will depend on the type of particles we areconaidering, 

One is justified in asking at this stale' what has been gained, 

We are as hopeless lyignorant of. G(P,q,k) as wears of & (P,q,q'). 

The point is;that if .0 is approximated obylowet órdOr diagrams, 

this is. equivalent to approximating to 	by an infinite sm of 

Perturbation diagrams, as can be seen front eqn, (32), provided the. 

integral equstion can be solved It is. intuItively reasonable .that 

to get at a bound state, lowest order perturbation theory (the 

validity of which as 81=8 weak coupling) is uaelees. However, one 

expects to be able to get at bound states using an infinite sum of 

perturbation diagrams.. iqn, (39) does this 

Perhaps not so if One uses PAds Approxixuants instead of con- 
ventional. perturbation theory,,,. 	. .. 	. 
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3. 	The Lader A: rroxjmgtion 

In any theory where the interaction of two particles occurs 

by exchanging a third (for exwrle a theory based on a three field 

Lagrangian) the simplest approximation to 0 is shown in Fig. 3. 

e have included external lines for clarity. In this approximation 

the B.J. equation (37) which can be expressed in diagrammatic 

notation as 

reduces to 

(Li) 

If the exchanged particle is spinless and has mass i, the B.0, 

equation is 

1o' (41P+q)i'  (L. 2P-q) 	l + 
IF 	 2F 

2 _d

1 k A(P411g') i 	
() 	(q-k) 	

(2) 

while the equation for 4,(q), the bound state wave function has no 

inhomogeneous term. 

In making the ladder approximation, as formulated above, crossing 



retr has been lost*  1t (U5) estimates 	,q,q') by summing 

diagrams of the type shown in Fig. 5, and Ignoring crossed diagrams 

(Fig. 

Gos3tflg 91ntrg and th róxjmatjon 

Various authors' 6) have derived 1ztegra1 equations for the 

scattering amplitude, treating all channels in a symmetrical way 

These euattona are, however, coupled-and fln-lineii. ;e will 

indicate their derivation using the notation of ref. (6), These 

authors use the non-trivial part of the amplitude (no tt0 scattering' 

terms) with external lines removed, We denote this by T. Further- 

more they introduce G 	i m 1,2,3 defined to be the sum, of all 

irreducible diagrams in the syt o,u channels respectively, 	or,  

clarification, examples of jLcibje graphs in all three channels 

are shown in Fig, 7, 

P obeys the equations 

+i 
 I& 

oi 	 (3) 

where A oi  is the product of single particle propagators in the 

1th channel, Eqn, (43) may be seen by iteration4l It Is merely a 
• different form of equ. (31) for each value at I 

Also equations can be written for each G1. consider 

for example, This consiste of (i) diag1'ams irreducible in all 

channels denoted by Vol (2) diagrami reducible In the t and u 

channels. There will be no diagram reducible in more than one channel, 

Consider, for example, a diagram,  reducible in the t. channel, Move 



- 

4 



from one end of it to the first point of irreducibility, Split the 

diagram here, The result will be one diagram belonging to 02  and. 

the other completely arbitrary, So, an equation for G can be 

written 

01 = 	+ G 	T + G3A T 2 o2 	03 

with similar equations for 0 0 	Therefore we have six equations 

for G, p P. Any four of them can easily be shown to imply the other 

two. In fact, the following four equations 

= 	V+ 	. 03  A0 , P 

T 	V + 	G JSk oj  T 	 (Lb) 
j . 	 • 

have the advantage of symmetry- 

t.  about bound states in the :context, of these equations? yor 

clarity, let us write out eqn, (L5b) in full 0  

= V(c 1p2p3p) 

+ \d 1  dq2  G1(P 1P2  q1q2)i A(q1)it(q2)p(q1q2 34) 

+ 	dq1  d q 2  G2(P11p3q2)1 A'()i '(q2)T( q12q2p) 

	

q1  dq2 G3(P iq2P)i L, '(,q1)i 5' 2 )T(q12P3%) 	(6) 

A Ofunction conserving momentum is .implicit in To Let P have a 

pole in the variable (9 1 
+ 2) =.(P3  + 94)2 at a given value, The 

first integral will have a Pole just as We aw in the derivation of 

eqn. (39). The funot ine G will have no pole. This was shown 



just after eqtt. (38). The second and third integrals do not appear to 

have poles at the crucial point. However they could "conspire" to do 

Actually it can be seen from e.n. (La) that they will have poles 

if V has a poles V will not have a pole at a bound state in any 

simple approximation. If we asMgi this to be true it general, then 

a very interesting result follows: bound states wi.fl. .. be determined 

only by:direct channel irreducible diagramo. So if this assumption 

is correct, the ladder approximation in the bound state equation is 

far better than was. first imagined. To clarify this remark, we 

substitute 45a) into (45b) keeping only the first term: 

TV .~ 	 VA 0 T 	 . 	 (Z47) 
I 

Let us attach external lines to thicequatton, We.denote T with 

such Unes.by H and V by 'V. Then equation (47) becomes 

R 	ht() 	 ,. .., 	 .. 	 . 	 (8) 

In Pig,S examples of lowest order approUmatiOns to. 

	

are shown. Pigs. 'Z& applies toa 	theory, whilePig, 17b 

-appliesto a theory of two part. iCleS sàattering by the . exchange 

f a third. We consider the latter exwApl, ignoring the Second 

diagram for simplicity. Eqn, (148) becomes in diagrammatic notation 



(ci) >< 4- 

4- 

Y %  



Iteration gives 

- 	

1• 

which is tar better than the usual ladder approximation. In full, 

this equation Is 

R(P1,P2,P3,p) 	G2[(i) 14  (2) iCS 
\P1...P3)i(P3)iL(P) 

+ i(P1)it.(P2) 	(2%) ifi(k) R(P1-k, P2+k,, p3p4) 

+ 	 it(k)R(P1..k,P2,P,.P11..k)\ (51) 

Eqn. (45a) becomes rather meaningless in this approximation so we 

can not use it to say definitely that the second term of (51) has 

a pole at a given bound state or not. However, there is no reason 

to expect that it has. If in tact it doesn't then the bound state 

equation has the form 

p(q) =o2 	i A 	(k) 	 (52) 
(2 

which is just what we would get if we had never thought of the 

second term In eqn, (si). In this sense, the ladder approximation 

In the bound state may be very much better Than can be reasonably 

expected. Furthermore if one tries to improve on the bound state 

ladder approximation, by the more conventional stop of introducing 

higher order -hnnel irreducible diagrams such as that shown in 

Pig, 6, the above assumption it it is correct, implies that one 

will not gain any further information about bound states since in 



fact, if this higher order irreducible diagram to included in the 

equation for the scattering amplitude, iteration will give merely 

a subset or the sot resulting from oaji. (149). 

Eqn. (39) is homogeneous, so p(q)  is determined only up 

to a constant. To fix the normalisation, it is necessary to return 

to the inhomogeneous equation for the scattering amplitude, that 

is, eqn. (7). This can be written in short an 

(s3) 

whi.óh can be put in the form 

	

(o 40 G). * 	1 	 (%) 

so that 

(55) 

Operator multiplication here is just integration over q9 Near 

a bound state 

i 	'I 

	

A Vd t"L 	 (56) 
2w,(P0i.+is) 

where 	is a bound state wavetunetion, so that according 

to eqn. (55) 

0 	G) Of, 	
1 	 (57) 

2w(P0u.o+ic) 

We  have the 8.9. equation 



l9 

(A? o) 

	

	 = 0 	 (58) 

1pesP 

80, expanding (A4*1 o)Ø 	in a Taylor series gives 

(b 	- G 
POMWP 

or t4p(q) -$'. (e 1(P,q',q) - G(P,q',q))ø(q) dq dhlqt 

= 2P0 	 (60) 

where 
A (?,q',q) 	i 	 • (61) 

This is the famous normalization condition for the B.S, wave-ftthction. 

It we use the covariant form of the pole behaviour Instead of 

eQn. (56) i.e. 

A' 
	

(62) 

we find the covariant form of eqn. (59) 

ii 	(1- G). 	= 2? 	 (63) 
0 

These conditions have been derived in various ways by 

many authors, with varying 88auaptions(7 8*9 1011). The proof 

given above is essentially that of ref. (U). Other proofs and 

insights are to be found In ref* (10). 



Later (Chapter 7) there shall be occasion to consider inti 

actions between light and composite systess, It we assume tha 

this interaction occurs through local interaction with the conJ 

etituent elementary particles (which for purposes of iiluatrat 

we take to be apinors), then the relevant vertex would be give 

J(a,b) a 	y $b) 

).tandeletas" has considered matrix elements of this sort 

we give his derivation and results. 

Consider the propagator 	 I 

.R(4Y6)(Xl #X2j,S,p,Yl #.V2 ) - <01 T($5(x1) 0(z2)(s)y$(s) 

lo'> 

The only time ordering of interest here is (see Pig. 9) 

Zl *2 )'> 	$ ) 'ly2 

The time ordering y1,y2 )) a  )) X1Z2 will oontnibut 

ease graph, but with antiparticles replacing particles, so we 

ignore it. so 

	

\ 	
<O1T(*(X1)*(Z) la  

	

(s)'r+(*) LbP2)<P2bt 	 to> 

e(x.4(x0 ) z)a(s Y - 

14)(6(P2. - 4)64P]  d1p2 



in the notation of eqn, (10) for example.. a P]) lb P2) 

represent complete sets of intermediate states. Let P, P 	be 

near bound states. On Fourier transforming with respect to X,Y 

eqn, (67) becomes 

	

_ 	, (xXaT'iI' (Z)4r,(z)IbP) Ø,  
R (PIxz PO" ) = 	 la 	 . 	I '2'b 

b .a,
IM 

(68) H 

are, in shortened notation the functions defined 

br eqn, (2). 

800  R contains the desired matrix element. If we can find 

Rji for the appropriate values of P, 2'  we have what we are 

looking fori& R can be found approximately, by us lug perturbation 

theory, as 'follows: Write it. as • 

	

= ' 	dz 4Z2  dZ3  440'C(x1,z20 z1,z2 ) 

	

G(z1,z2,z,,z)'r(z3 	 , 	 (69) 

An Interpretation of G. can easily be found, In diagrams 

en, (69) states 	. 	. 	.' 	. 	 .. . 

( ) 

_ Tz 

(70) 

80* G14  represents the en.m'ot all graphs 	 he pit in 

• the form of the left. hand aide grpb,. i.e* such that the Srarhb, on 

• either aide, of the photon Zinc 	 in the sense defined 
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above. Simple examples of such graphs in a. 	$. theory are 

s'hovin in. Wig. 10. 	. 	 . 

Going into momentum space with respect to 	cY using 44 

functions as before to keep the time order shown in equ. (70), 

we get that 	S 

= 	 dz2  dz3  dz4  (z) 

. 	 __ _____ 	 (73k) 
tico, tø, (P 0 -+i)(P20 -to1

+it) 

.12.. 	1 	 2 	•• 	. 	.. 

S 	 (72) a3 z) 	.= 	. (of *c(z1)*(z2) f a> . 	.  

Comparison with eqn, (68). gives that 	 . 

<a 	( z )y (z) b) 	

= f 

dz1  dz dz dz 

(73) 

Thia, so to speak, an on maas'aheU vortex function, Of 

course, one cannot really speak or an off mass-shell - vortex 

function of composite particles. 	.. 	 . 	 .• 	

. 

order approximation, to current matrix elements are. 

shown th?ig. 11. . 	'• 	. 	. 	. 	.. 	. 	. 	. 

The graphs.. of Olk  may be called irreducible but in. a different' 

sense to that used *bove. ffo*ever,  there is a connection between 

thetwo., This is contained in the ward-Takahaehi identitT.. 
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There arises arises the obvious question whethei this identitr holds 

for a vertex where two interacting particles are scattered. The 

relevant vertex is given 	eqn (6) (for,  apinor fields). If one 

acts with 64  an4 uses the usual equal time commutators then, 

in momentum space, one has 

(P1-Q, PP3,P) 

- 
- 

where ,= Pl+P 	P3-?4, 	while fl(?,P2,?3,i4) is the mononturn 

apace version of the vertex funóuon (eqn4 .. 65). 11 is the oft- 

shell scattering amplitude* 	As.it stands eqn, (74) is a 

generalization of th 	W,T.X. 	it can be put in a morefamiliar. 

form. Let us use the variables 

qu, (74) takes the form 



where in the argument of L the notation at eqn. (29), for 

example, has been used, If we define A "2(P,Q1,q2) by 

f d4q2 	1(P,q1,q2)t(P1'q2143) 

=d4 
42 &(P#4j#42) 	P,42,q3) = 	 (97) 

and multiply on the left of eqn. (76) by 

((P,q1,q) 	P',q',q2) then on integrating over q, q' 

the result is 

W',o(P,q1,P1,q2) = 	1(P,q10q + 

+ 	1(P,q1q2 - t1Q) - t1(P'01 + t1Q,q2) 

(78) 

GIA is the momentum space form of the function defined by eq. (69), 

On differentiating with respect to P and taking the limit 

-..-, 0, we see that it pl# p2 are chosen to be equal 

	

i G(P,q1,P, 2) = 2 	P,q1,q2) 	 (79a) 
OiL 

	

2 	(&? (P,q1)601-42)) 	(79b) 
4PIL 	 - G(P-01~,Ckk)) 

if use is made oten. (33). This is the above mentioned oorrnection. 

It is a generalization of the Ward Identity 

r L (p, P)  = 	
; 

sç' (p) 
	

(80) 

and shows that G4 is closely related to 0, the sum of all 

irreducible diagrams (in the old sense), 

Pinall.y, eqn. (79b) and the nore.Llization condition, cqn. (63) 

Imply that 



?p  G(P, P) 	2P 	 (81) 

(8) 

Contained in eqjk. (29) and in many others since that, there 

in an intuitive interpretation of the wave-'funotion OPW as 

representing the diagram shown in Pig, (12)9  that is a vertex function 

(with external lines) connecting the bound state particle and the 

two constituent particles. Ideas related to this have been made 

exact by Lurta, MacPariane and ____ 	e give a abort 

summary of their line of reasoning, using a simpler Lagrangian. 

Consider a three particle interaction 

* 
	 (d) 

V!hat we show is that it we consider the binding of 010 02  under 

exchange of 113 
then the B, S • wave-function is proportional to 

the *5 02 03 
vertex, with tfi ,02  propagators attached. 

Pirat consider the B.Ss equation (eqn. (39)). With this 

Interaction we can separate out one very simple kind of irre' 

ducibie diagram (Pig. 13). 

So, we write 

G(?, q, q') 	= 
	

At 31?(P) + G'(P,q,q') 
	

(81) 

and we have 
P. 

,(q) = g

r 4d 	j1p(k) 

 i 

+ tA (P+q)tL (Puiq) 
4 

O'(P,q,k)(k) 

(82) 



IIEN  
p 



The equation obeyed by the full vertex function is 

ST' (t1P+q, 2P-q) =1 + 

1(2,x 
14 o' (Pr  q,k)i 1 ( 1P+k) 

(83) 

where it is reasonably obvious that the Q"a in both of these 

equations are the same. 

Comparison shows that if we define 

= )'$p(Q) 

	

	 (84*) 

I 
= g2  i(P) 44k 	,(k) 	 (84b) 

then 
i ( 	 \(AlP+q#92P-q) 	(85) 

since they obey the same inhomogeneous equation. Therefore, the 

connection sought is simply 

$p(q) = ?' 	 (85) 

where P1,P2  have obvious definitions. The constant X may be 

related to the wavefuxiction renormalization constant of $3. This 

is done in two ways  in ref. (9)o we choose the shortest way here, 

using L.S.Z. Reduction. To proceed, we must make the further 

assumption that there is a bound state of the same quantum numbers 

as the dressed $3  field, in the theory, or in other words, that a 

sort of bootstrap situation exists. Then for this state, we Can 

write 
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X2) = 	<ot (z1) 02(x2 ) 'ip> 

d4z  <01 gf1(z1)gf2(x2 ) 3 (2) to) 
 

Now, the vertex function V'(k,k') is essentially defined by the 

relation:  

<ot ,(1(x1 )
. 	e2(x2)(z)tO) 	

d1k dZ4k, 	ikx1 	X2 
(2%)4  (2%) 

i) (k) V(k. # )I & 2)F ' 	bp(k') 
 

Let us use this in (86). Since we are dealing with scalars 

La 	= (- Es -m2 ) 
	

(88) 

Therefore 

X (x1  z2) 	;;:t"  
	et 	+2x2) e12 

(q+P) V(q+1Ll Ptq-)A2P)' 	(q-p2P)' 	(P)(P2m
Mr 	 MP 	WP 	

) 

(89) 

Near the physical mass 

P)(I 2_m 3)) 	z 
	 (90) 

so that in momentum space, we get 

= ig / iAI (q4L1P) 1 (q+&1P, 4 2P)t' 2 	(91) 

which is just eqn. (85) with 7 	ig I! . Now X is a function 

Of P2, and has a pole at the base mass of t. However this 

expression for X holds at only one point, namely p2  = lU(3) 
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the renormalized mass of 	Note that we cannot therefore allow 

the mass value to be unchanged by renormalizatton effects, as in 

the case of the photon, it Z is to be finite. There is a further 

snag however. The spectral representation for 	(P) implies that 

- 	conat. 	 (91) 

so that the inhomogeneous term in eqn. (82) causes 	(q) to 

behave as 

4, p(q)
q ' 	CO

consts 	 (92) 

which is not sufficient to make the integral in the definition of 

X (eqn. (8a)) finite. One way out of this trouble would be to 

say that it the dressed 03  is a truly composite particle then 

Z = 0. This would force 7 to be zero so that eqi. (92) would 

break down. Furthermore the whole correspondence built up 

(eqn. (85), (91)) between %p(q)  and r(q+ 1P, qP) breaks 

down, which could be regarded as reinforcing the composite - 

elementary split on the basis of this criterion. Finally, such a 

move would justify the tact that in writing down perturbation 

theory versions of the 8,9# eqn., the annihilation graph (Pig. 13) 

is always ignored. 

Definitions of compositeness based on putting renormalization 

constants equal to zero are extensively discussed in the literature 

(See ref (32) for example). 
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(9) Other. AeDects 

7e summarize some other approaches to the bound state 

problem. 

Equivalent Potential Schema: in this approach the 

relative time is held zero. The resulting equation is a potential 

type one, whore the potential is energy depondent28 . However the 

effective potentials predicted by perturbation theory are very 

complicated. 

One big advantage of this approach is that many formal results, 

provable in potential theory are also provable in this theory, 

provided very reasonable assumptions are made on the nature of 

the effective potential. 

The formal analogy with Potential Theory can be developed 

along several lines and shown to go very deep inee*i. 

A non-linear but more symmetrical equation for the 

vertex function is discussed in (ref. 6). It is summarized in 

equ. (93) 

--4< 	-< 

4- 

The black spots represent full vertices* 



.' 	 APrER:2J 

At1AL 1JAON 

The equatton' for two scalar Particles of unequal mass binding 

under the exchange of another scalar particle of mass A ban, in 

the ladder approximation, be. put in the form 

(2*)  

where .P, q, gi  , are defined by (1,20). The coupling  constant 

has unit of mass squared. In this chapter we discuss various 

methods .of reducing this equation, as far as possible, to solvable 

form. 	 •• •. 

(1) 	kotation 

Eqn. (1) is an equation in the tour variables c, with an 

indefinite metric, The most powerful tool for solving an equation 

whose variables transform under a certain group is the theory of 

representations of that group, However the Lorentz.  Group is 

non—compact. In order to have simple orthogonality and completeness 

relation, one would have to uses unitary representations, which are 

iifinite dimensional. It would therefore be a great simplification 

if one could find an equation equivalent to (1) but whose variables 

transform under a compact group. To this end, Wtck(13), on the 

basis or certain very reasonable assumptions, the Stability Conditions  
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ehowed that the exact amplitude (i.e, the Fourier transform of 

L3 	jil (X/) 	2(/2) C> where 	B) is the bound state and 

1(x) 2. - 3,2, are the exact Heisenberg fields of the con-

etituent particles) has the following propertie- 

Regarded as a function of qo p the .iplitude h all its 

singularities on the real axis. 

There is a finite gap free of singularities, including the 

origin, following the (now) time-honoured patterns 

One takes the contour above the singularities on the positive 

qo  axis and below, along th negative reel axis. 

It follows that the exact amplitude can be continued uniquely 

into the whole complex plane of the variable q. "bk went on 

to assume that this is also a property of the amplitude in the 

ladder approximation. It perhaps needs stressing that this is 

an assumption, e can regard it in two alternative ways 

	

(a) it perhaps is a property of 	(q) defined by eqn. (1). 

However this needs to be proved using only that equation. This 

bee not yet been done; or (b) it is not a proprty of 

but we impose it as a subsidiary condition. 'rheri we will got 

some solutions though not all. It is not obvious that the 

suppressed solutions are not physically important. 

Let us therefore assume that 	(q) is a well defined 

function over the whole complex q plane and that all its 

singularities are on the real axis and obey Feynman boundary 

conditions, to see what happens. Later we shall examine further 

the validity of such a procedure. 
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be full lines in Pig. (1) show the contour of the ko  

integration in eqn. (1). These can be rotated into the dotted 

lines shown in (a), (b) (these differ according to whether both 

poles of the kernel of eqn. (1) have the se sign or not) provided 

tends to zero as k2  tends to infinity, faster than 1/k2  

If we next move Q0  from the real to the imaginary axis, writing 

iq4  at 
	

with q real, then even in ease (a) PIg. 1, the contour 

can be straightened out. If finally we replace ko  by 1k4  the 

resulting equation is 

+ q)2  + mi21\ji2P q)  + 2] $p(q) 

= 	I d 	 (2) 
(2*) J 	(q-k) + 

The metric is Euclidean, Also P0  has become iP where of 

course P0  is real. Hopefully, therefore, eqn. (2) is equivalent 

to eqn. (]:). We proceed to work with eqn, (2). 

(2) 	oup4ar Behaviour.. ot4(o1 

A certain amount can be said about the behaviour Of øp(q) 

for q - 09, o, from general manipulation of the equabion. Con-

sider the following expansion, proved in Appendix (I). 

OD 

(q- )2 	
C(q,k) Y(q) YNZm(k) 	 (3) 

N=O 	

NtM 

where the lum 	are spherical harmonics of 0(4), i.ew 

representations corresponding to Young Diagrams of one row, and 

where 



() 

IR\  



using 

= 

	

	 (iib) 
2qk 

When 922=  0 this reduces, to the toudi.niensonal form of a 

more familiar expansion 

21 	(qk) 

+ jj (k..)\ (q) 	 () 

where the 4m indices on the Y functions are understood. Now, 

it may be seen from eqn (4) that as 	tends to..infinity, 

equ. (3) reduces to eqn, (5)  eftctively. There are discrepancies 

around the point q2  = 	but these eventually become negligible. 

Also in the limit the left band side of e4n, (2) becomes just 

q4  (q)  (we drop the subscript P). So let us examine the form 

qr(q) = )' f4L 	 (6) 

The case P -= 4 is of interest here, The case r = 2 will be 

of interest when we consi or the spinor equation. Consider the 

expansion of (q) in terms of spherical harmonics 

(q) 	= Oil  (q) 	um) 	 (7) 
Nim 

combining eqn. (5)., (6) we get the following asymptotic behaviour 

for  



Let $(q) behave as (. Then if we equate dominant powers 

tht result is 

where the first term comes from the lower limit of the first 

integral in en. (8), where of course we cannot use the asymptotic 

form of 	(k2). If r > 2, then we must have 

(L 	 (10) 

The dominant behaviour comes from 	the lowest degree of 

spherical harmonic occurring in eqn. 	so for r -4 , 4  the 

lowest possible fall-off in (q) is IM 	ite raster the 

tall-off the more spread out the particle is in conriguration 

space, by the Uncertainty Principle. iven this, lowest case 

appears to be quite strong It one calculates the torn raotor 

of the composite particle on the basis of loweSt order diagrams 

like that ahom in Pig. (2) where the circled vertices are related 

to the amplitudes i4(q) then it can be sbown20)  that it falls 
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can now be put in differential torn, using 

C1 	= 	(2ic)2  61 (q-k) 
	

(16) 

(3) 	Stoeograph1 o Pranormation 

Cutkoaky1 	used the method of stereographic projection to 

expose the 0(l) symmetry of oqn. (2). This is analogous to 

Pock's treatment of the non-relativistic hydrogen atom, It enables 

one to reduce the problem to the solution of an ordinary differential 

not a two variable partial differential equation which 

would be expected from the usual 0(3) symmetry. Of course, for 

the case of the N.R. hydrogen atom, recognition of the 0(14) 

symmetry amounts to a complete solution of the problem (22g,23)0 

we shall use a method given in ref. (15) generalizing it to 

non-equal masses (and arbitrary ftt  92 - see cqn.. (1)), thereby 

significantly complicating the algebra. The stereographic trans-

formation amounts to mapping an n dimensional space onto an 

(n+l)-dimensional hyper-sphere, In our case it is given 

algebraically by 

= 1,2,3,11  

 

whore ( Is an adjustable parameter. In what follows we leave 

glo  g2  undefined except that 	= 1. This will not affect 

the physical results. It may have some Interesting formal effects. 

In fact these are usually taken to be 
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Im1+m2 	 (18) 

The following equations are Identically trues 

12 	
= + :L)( y + q2) 

= 

where at = 

+ 	(a_ a)(y! u'. 	 42) + 

+ 1)();2 + q2) 

;5 V 
a2 	 2 

	

_ 4)Lç2 q2 ) + 	(cz.P)13'\ 

2 p2 m2 

 

 

(20a) 

= 	l2 81 + ).L1 
	 (2ob) 

These enable us to write the product of propagators on the left 

of eqn, (2) in terms of the i , a = 1,..., 5. 

V I t'2p-'q 2 
9lP+q)2+m2~V( 	)2 +M 21 

V(al2+ W)'"Al 	(a2+ 
212('"\ 	(21) 

+15 

	

where the constant five-vector 	is defined by 

= 	2P 	, 	 = 1,..., Li.. 	 (22a) 

X5 	1
= aa 	. 	 (22b) 

In Appendix (2) it is shown that 

ç dk Of 
= 	2+5 	

(23) 
(q-k)

p 
	 2 	 I-TI on 



where 
= 	1 	(k) a 	 (24) 

So the equation can be written as 

[(al2+ )+ i si) [(522 f 

J¼!:_ I d'tfl.(r)') 	 . 	 (25) 
2(2,i) 	) 
	 YJ 

This equation is formally invariant under the little group 

of the five vector i. However, one must be careful since 

is proportional to P4  and therefore pure imaginary, However, 

let us proceed formally for a moment* le choose centre of mass 

coordinates so that 	= 0, 1 = 1020. 

formation 

I %\ = 	( 14 	 ( \ 
t'5J 	

M 	 tI4J \5) 

where 
M2 	 +  

We thon make the trans" 

 

 

Eqn, (25)  becomes 

4ill 	a+)(2 )-142M 

= X dfl') LE'1 	 (27) 

where the meaning of the surface element d4fl(') requires 

careful definition since some of the 1. 1  coordinates are complex. 

At this point we, following cutkoaky, merely assume that it is 

possible to continue back any complex variables to the real axis. 
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We therefore take eqn. (27)  to be an equation on the real axis. 

It. will possess o(L) symmetry provided the equation is real, 

which can always be arranged, by varying  the pit 

It is. noteworthy that the complex rotation, eqn. (26) is 

rendered unnecessary, it one., chooses the 	such that 

ic5  (eqn. (22)) is zero, i.e. 

P2 m 2.m 2  
(28a) 

and 	0. 	 (29b) 

This would .get rid of the difficulty of having to introduce complex 

L!s. etc.L 

However it introduces the dif111 ty that the product rnulttply- 

	

ng 	() on the left of eqn. (25) need not be real. So either 

way there are problems. The letter approach is certainly easier 

to swallow it one is prepared to reEard  the o(&) symmetry as 

merely a formal mathematical fact, which can be used. as an aid to 

the solution of the problem. Complex constants lying around only 

become embarrassing when one for example insists on the generators 

of the symmetry group being hermttean, i.e. when one wishes to 

regard the symmetry as having physical significance. 

Let us therefore proceed formally from eqn. (27) regarding 

	

the 	. as real variables and not questioning the reality or 



otherwise of the various coustente. we continue to regard 

as a free parameter. It is shown in Appendix (3) that 

32 	 (30) 
- 	 (ic +1)(ic +2) 

NK 
etc#  

whore the Ylaumare five dimensional spherical harmonica 

(whose explicit forms are given in Appendix 3)).,  Because of the 

symmetry of squ. (27) we can look for solutions of the form 

- 	 NtmX 	 (31) 

x 1,2,3,5. 

An equation for 	can be separated oft by noting that 

YRNfM N1,312 (Coa'X)Ntm?) 	(32a) 

= s?dX 43fl(41L ) 	 (32b) 

whore 
14 	coaX 	 (33) 

3*312 that is, we take e4  along the polar axis; 	 (cos X) is 

a Gegenbauor polynomialo ie substitute eqn. (31) in eqn. (27), 

using these relations and get 

a+)ç2)+2Uzfl (4+(2) 
2$L2Mzl *11(s)  

_ 8*) 	(1.2 )Nf2 	17+3/2 (z) 

f 

(1-a' 2 )r) :: 
(K+1)(+2) 	 -' 

dz' 	 (314) 

using a for Cos ) • It is necessary to get rid of the 
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the (+1)(( +2) factor in the denominator so that the complete-

ness of the Oegenbauer polynomials may be used, i.e. 
N+l 

	

00 (lz2)Z 	(l_z12i' 	
N+3/2 ()() 5+3/2 (z') 
i(N 

(35) 

It is shown in Appendix (Li) that 

g 	z) 	(1_z2)U4 N+3/2 	 (36) 

obeys the equation 

(1._z2  )g" + 21z g 'WK   - N (N+l )g 	- +1) (K +2 )g N 

	

Let P(z) = \(ai) + 	(a+ 2) - M\ 	(38a) 

and 
hN(z) = P(z) PN(z)  (122 ) 	 (38b) 

Multiply eqn. (34) by (l..z2)4+1# act with the differential 

operator of eqn. (37) and use eqn. (35). The result is 

(1z2)hj'(z) + 2Nz 11 
+ tI$ 

- N(N+1)\ hN(*) 	0 (39a) 

hN(± I) a0 	 (39b) 

where a. denotes 8c2X. This is a generalized form of the wick-

Cutkoaky euation(3 1 u15)*  it we use the usual convention 

ILI 	= (i+ t) 	a1 	= 	m(l+&) 
(140) 

= a2 	= 	M(1-A) 
then 

(1- 2)(P2/1i+m2) 

a12 	= (1+&)2(p2/4 + a2 ) 	 (141) 

522 	= (i- 	)2(p2jl14 + a2) 



and eqn. (32) becomes 	. 	 . 

	

(1-z2)b' 14 (z) + 2Nz b (z) +- N(+l)1 	= 
+ 4r, --y "1 Z (Z2a) 

where 	= 	. 2 = 	 = (..2 + 	 (42b) 

When 	= 0, this is recognisable as the equal mass Wick-s 

Cutkosk. equation. Even for 	09  it can be put inprocisely 
i2 	 2 

the Wi.ok.Cuttosky form with F. replaced by t= 

and g rep  laced. by 9(1,A
2). 

One of the advantages of the derivation given above is that 

the fun 	hN(z) has a far more immediate interpretation in. 

terms  of the physical  wave-function 	in Cutkoaky's treatment,, 

• In fact 	 . 	. 	..,. 	 . . 

# T)3 	 (3a) 

I- 	 it . 	 - 

	

= 	 y 	. 	. 	3b 
P (T,10  (1-no,) +l  

while the same function (i.e# the solution of the same equation 

with the same boundary conditions) is related tO the physical 

*eve-function in Cutkosk's treatment by a very complex integral'  

equation, 

In its exact form éqn. (42a) has five regular singuarities, 

at -10 - 10 	 , cD zespeCtively, and so is insoluble by 

analytic moans. It we were to use the general form, eqn. (39a) 

then by choosing g2  0,.. -=l we could elimtnte. one of these 

singuarites. Then the equation Is easily reducible to the form 

of fleuns equation (flef. 27, p 57) but not to the special form of 



Lame's equation, and since little is known about more general 

Heun's Punctiona, we are not much nearer an analytic solution. 

Actually there are other ways of seeing that the solution to the 

whole problem is ultimately a matter of solving ifeun's equation. 

For example, if we map egn. (27)  back only a Euclidean space 

according to the equations 

2 	2 

	

¼ = Y. +q2 
	 (4a) 

q2 
	 a a 1,2,3,5 

	
(Wb) 

(For simplicity we conoider ml = M20  ft =  2)  
the resulting integral equation is manifestly O(Li.) symmetric 

and the "radial" equation derivable from it is of the ffeun'e 

form. Also we mention in passing that Green 	has shown that 

the scalar equation is separable in bipolar coordinates, and that 

the problem is reducible to solving an equation of the Henri form. 

In tact we shall show that the equation is also separable under 

a stereographic transformation and since the structure of these 

two types of transformations have strong similarities it is 

possible that these two facts are not independent, i.eo that 

separability in one coordinate system implies separability in 

the other. 

Cutkoaky 1  has solved eqn. (42s) in various limits and 

discussed it extensively. 

It will be noticed that it 	= o in this equation then it 

is solvable in terms of Gegenbanor polynomials. This corresponds 

to 
E = tm1 	 (45) 



Going back further, it will be observed that the coordinate 	drops 

out of eqn. (27)  under the same condition (i,e M = 0). So the 

equation now has o( 5) symmetry and is solvable in a manner com-

pletely analogous to the non-relativistic hydrogen atoJ2223), .In 

fact it takes on the form 

=%I  d') 4(') 	 (46a) 

1 	 2 2 
(a?k )(a2+) 

Now the operator 

	

	d() 	 is a scalar operator of the 
I 

group o( 5) so by Schur' e Lemma, it ratict give, just a constant when acting 

on an irreducible representation of that group,. Therein lies the solution 

of the eigenvalue problem, e choose 

•.• 	*.) 	;rm 	)• 	 (47) 

and eqn..(30) 'gives immediately that the 'elgenvalue corresponding to, 

the tth irreducible subspace is 

,. 	 . 	 _______ 	'' 	
. 	

. 
. 	 • 	,.. 	. 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 

This derivation is given 'for the equal mass cane with ' 	= 112 in. 

ref, (15), The physical waveThnctions are given by 

2 	 . 	. 	.. 	.. 	. •. .(49) 

It i&..easy to check that the asnptotic behaviour :f this.so.lution 

aggrees with the general statements made in Section (2). If we reverse. 

Wick rotation, we see that the actual solution has a pole at q2  = + 

One last point must be made. The constant X1 contains a factor 



2/(a + 2)(4 	2) which will In general be dependent on the 

chosen, ifowever, it is Shown In Appendix, (7) that when E 

A1  is independent of 	, 2' If this were not so something would be 

very wrong. 

In summary therefore, if the coupling constant has any of the values 

given by eqn, (45) a bound state of energy Irn1-m2  is possible, 

(L) 	aUdit o 1c1c LStAtip J. 

Everything covered in the preceding sections of this chapter has 

been worked out using the Wick Rotated equation. We now see how much 

progress can..be made using the original equation, in Minkowski space, 

and compare results. Consider eqy. (1) with 	= 0, rn1  = 

It can be easily put in the form 

( q22)2 	 4( q) 	 (50a) 

xn2 	Po > o 	 (50b) 

in the centre of mass frame, It the identity 

0 q 

	

	 - ()2 a(q'.k) 	 (51) (q4)  

Is used (proved in Appendix (5) for Minkoweki space) then, eqn, (SOa) 

can be put In differential form: 

2p2q2 	 (52a) 

q )e22)p2q2 
4(q) •  , 	•. 	( 52b) 

It is of course necessary to deduce boundary conditiona associated with 



the differential fomj,. from the integral fotn. 	Following the usual 

procedure we would have to require that 

Ck 	 r (k) 	= 	j (q) 
p 

(53) 

() 	, 	 (qk)2+t 

id 0

p 

: 
. 	(54) 

(2t)  

One 	an then aptly Green's Theorem lnMinkowski 	pae46 	etc but it 

appears to be very difficult toextract hard andfaet statements about 

the boundary behaviour of 	4r(q) * 	e choose a different line of attack. 

We show that 	eqn1(52a) 	is separable in certain coordinates so that we 

have to handle only a one-dimensional equation. 	e then extract boundary 

conditions associated with the one-dimensional equation. 

The following mappig is the analogue of a etereograpIuc projection 

In Euclidean space: 

2'gq 
(55a) 

22 	 • ____ 	 •• (55b). 

I t maps the Mlnkowekl so onto a connected hyperboloid In five 

dimensions. 	The 	q0 	axis rims so to speak through the tunnel of the 

hyperbeloid. 	In terms of these coordinates the I)' lenbertIan takes 

the form 	 • 	 . 

2 	
L) 	+ ( 	) 21 + (t) -.l)) 43) 	= 2(') L'-l) 

(56a) 
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allm  Or) 

a - a,  

suianed over a = 0, 	1, 	•.. 4. 	The metric used is gab   =  

Although the () a 	obey the relation 

a 

all the derivatives are taken independently of each other. It now 

follows that eqn. (52a) takes the form 

2 	Y(r1) 
+ (f)o)2 + 3( t0) + 21Y() 2 T4 

2-h 1 	(58) 

() 14 	i)y (v)) 	 (58b) 

This equation is manifestly 0(14) oyrnznetr1, the time axis being the 

axis of asymmetry, ;o, we look for solutions of the torm't  

Y (r)) 	 tt ) 	Y( 	) 	 (59) 

Using the well known properties of the spherical harmonics 

1=1 69,O,j nm 

( _l 	
* 	in2 	

nm ( 
	

(60a) 

i _.L 	j) 	= 	0 	 (60 b) i 

A similar result was obtained from the Wick—rotated equation in ref. (214) 

** The subscript ii is related to N. used elsewhere by it = N+i. 	e 
use this here to be in agreement with relevant papers. 



the function ç(t 	can be shown to obey the equation (r 0  = z) 

+ n2_i+2\ r(z) 
dz 	dz 	1+z 

g2 f(z) 

	

(2,c.)2 4t(22 2 	 (61) 
-P 0z 

(The function 

	

g(u) = (l+z2)1) r(z) 	 (62a) 

u - iz 	 (62b) 

can be shown to obey the usual ioka-Cutkosky equation in the equal 

mass case.) So we have essentially shown eqn. (52a) to be separable. 

The procedure so far is in total agreement with the Wick-rotated 

formalism, as might be expected since we have not examined boundary 

conditions. Lot us now write down the possible behaviours of f(z) 

at its various singular points: 

z 	ti 	or q 	t(iX 	%II ) 

	

(z ±. 1)________ 	 (63) 

z PO  

t(z) -s,,  (- + 	2%'p) 3 
0 

(61a) 

2 	0,1 	 (61a,) 

z = oc 

f(Z) '-'#- -L 
Z' 

Y (65a) 

Y 	* 1,2 • 	 (65b) 
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This last equation 18 true only for P0  4 0. The first singular point is 

very interesting because it occurs on the complex qo  plane. Let US 

parametrize the hyperboloid as follows: 

no = 	inh X 	 (66a) 

1)4 	= 	Cosh-X(-',Os 4 	 (66b) 

= 	Cosh 	Cm i 1 	 (66c) 

1 	= 	1,2,3. 

The point fl 	.1 is the complex point where Cosh'. tends to zero; 

Cos c,  Sin • bec:rne very large to keep V)4' V) 	finite. This means 
(n-) 

F 	 rj that the spherical harmonic will contribute a behaviour of Zt) 

as may be seen by considering the explicit form of the spherical 

harmonics and the asymptotic behaviour of the Gegenbauer polynomials. 

30 at such points the physical wavefunction could behave either an 

(z t i) 	or with no pole or zero. It it turns out that the first 

possibility is consistent with our boundary conditions, then we have a 

contradiction with 1ck,813) result that 	has no singularities 

on the complex plane. It 18 very significant that in order to carry 

out wick rotation, only the second possibility must be allowed while 

the boundary conditions which can be derived from the 1 ok -ro tate d 

equation, namely g(tl) * a, gju) given by eqn, (62a)exo1ude any 
l+n 

but the second possibility, namely that r(z) behaves a (zti) 	2 

So, at least there is no internal inconsistency in using the lick 

rotated equation. In summary we can say that the cifferential form of 

the B.S. equation, eqn. (52a) defines an analytic function over the 

complex q0  plane with possible singularities at certain complex points. 



In order to extract boundary conditions we make the pseudo. 

stereographic transformation (aqn. (55)) on the integral form of 

the equation, hoping to reduce it to an integral equation in one 

variable. The resulting equation can be shown to be, in complete 

analogy to the Euolidean case, 

[4 V? 	 jg2 I 4)(!t! 1L('_p!q2j 7  L__II 	 (67a) 
2(2)4 \ 1"%i.-isl)(il) 

2 z(n) 	p(q)(q2_'i( ) 	 (67b) 

= Coeh3 ('d.' 8in2$'d$'&ç.(9,) 	(67o) 

in the notation of equ. (66). The variable 11  ranges over the 

whole real line, while the variable $' varies as usual in the 

region O, %j . The important and new feature of eqn. (67a) is 

the term ie-'l)(m.'l), which certainly occurs it one takes the 

algebra literally. It amounts to a very complicated inatruction 

on how to take the pole occurring in the denominator of the 

integrand, depending crucially on the sign of (1qj'-l)(ii47l). whioh 

can certainly change. How such a term arises may be seen crudely 

as follows reversing eqn. (55) we get 

go 	* y11o_ 	 (68) 

Now, Pe.ynman boundary conditions tell us, in a simple situations, 

to approach the q. real axis from above (below) depending on 

whether q0  is positive (negative). If we then ask what this 

says about how to act in the i plane we see that this will. 



depend crucially on the sign of 	1. 

Having accepted that such a term is reasonable, we now argue 

that it Is wrong. Firstly, it almost certainly breaks the O(Li) 

symmetry which emerges from the differential form of the equation, 

and which there is certainly no reason to disbelieve. But to be 

more specific, we consider the simplest choice for z(') con-

sistent with the differential form of the equation 

(69a) 

(69b) 

where t1(t10 ) is defined by eqn. (59). It turns out that 

can be shown to obey an ordinary differential equation, (by a method 

essentially the same as that given below in a slightly different 

context) but of a very complicated and unlikely sort bearing little 

relationship to eqn. (61). It Involves 9 (,,) evaluated at two 

points. A second possibility would be to look for solutions of the 

form ç () (m.l) where s is a step-.functlon taking values ± 1. 

If we expand the integrand of eqn. (67a) into principal value plus 

6-function, then the d-funotion part is cured. However the 

principal value part is di3cttrouely complicated, and we get a 

totally unacceptable differential equation once again. A third 

possibility would be to say that the transformation, eqn. (55) is 

singular at the point 	2, 	it is  meaningless to use it 

at all* 	Ile it is probably true that our present difficulties 

are intimately connected with the fact that the transformation 

does have a singular point, we strongly doubt that using it is 
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meaningless. It this were the case, it should show up in other 

ways, Which it does not (e.g. lack of convergence etc.) In tact 

below we show how under certain rather startling assumptions, 

eqn. (67a) is very meaningful. Ve finally consider a course of 

action which appears to be merely cheating but which works. We 

stress however that we are forced into this line of argument by 

reasons which appear to be water-.tight. Let us assume that in-

formation on how to approach the real q. line does not carry through 

to the 	plane in any simple way, or that the arguments after 

eqn. (68) is not legitimate. Put differently we assume that the 

offending term in eqn. (67a) is not correct, and we determine what 

is correct, i.e, what is the proper way to take the poles in the 

denominator, on the baste of other arguments • A simple alternative 

to this equation is just 

-.P2  t 	z(i) 	
R2ç 4Ct'1Z(n - 	 (70) 

2(2*) 

where m is a constant, taken to be ± 1 depending on which gives 

the right answer. Wo proceed to examine the simplest case, with 

Z(r) given by eqn. (69). The i  i - 102,3,4 can be chosen 

arbitrarily so we take 11 - 0, 1 n 1,2,3. The equation then 

quickly becomes  
140 - 2 Siuh 	'?(x) 

• 	
\ 	

I'dil 
(2*) 	+ Sinh'Xeinh')C 

- CoabX Cosh X'  Cost' 	(71) 

Using the result that 
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001 

dx 	 310 	%(A + icLJi" A2  ) 	 (72a) 

A 	= IiAWIAC Una 	 (72b) 
Cosh Cosh . 

4 i 

one gets (z a 8&nh 	h(s) = 9 (?XCoah2%) 

j4 2 p2  z21 ftz "g h 2 LC* 	
(73) 

This can be turned into a second order differential equation 
because of the absolute value in the intogrend. It is noteworthy 

that it is only the imaginary part of the kernel that is important 

in deriving the form of thta equation; instead of 1 + zz for 
the real part we could have any linear function of z. This is 
similar to the situation in going frmeqn. (50*) to eqn. (52a) 

where the principal value part of the kernel is in tact annihilated 

by the D'Aleabertian, which is further justification for our pro-
cedure. Eqn. (73) can be put in the form (Of, ref -0 (13))4, 

t 2 p2z2  h(z) =. 
	2 

 (- (' 	dz' L1+1291  

1 
(74) 

(l—icLz')j 

It follows that b(s) obeys the differential equation 

d2
(  )l 	— a 	 (75) 

dz 	° 	 (2*)2 l+s 

which is equivalent to eqn. (1) for n = 1 If we takei. 

a 	= 4 	 (76a) 



+ 
(s) 	

z) 	
(76b) h 	= 

This is perhaps the strongest vindication of our choosing to ignore 

the factor (1Iim'l)(4 i) in  qfl, (67*), 

we now extract boundary conditions • Mile eqn. (7) allows 

two possible behaviours of h(s) at infinity, namely as Z, 

the integral form only allows 	as may,  be seen fairly 

easily. It also turns out that it is precisely this behaviour 

that is required in order to make the differential and Integral 

forms equivalent.. The central requirement is. that if 

	

a(z, a') 	LlZ ) 	 (77) 
(l+is') 

then It 'must be true that 

%IL 
Coo(Zst)(i+Z.2)d\2 pzt21\ b(f)'\ 

%2 )h(x) 	 (78) 

which will only be the case It 

' Liaç 	= 0 	(796) 
to - 

Lim {(l+izXi*ist)(zt)+2i(l+is)x(zt)* 0 	(79b) 

using the shorthand 

x,2  z' 2 )b(z') 	 (80) 

These equations will be satisfied provided that b(s) behaves 

as zil with no term behaving as X,2 at all, Since the  even 
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and odd parts of any solution of equ. (78) will also be solutions 

of that equation, we deduce that only odd solutions are allowed. 

Recalling that the boundary conditions emerging from the iiok-

Rotated formalism are that h(± 1) = 0 we ask if the two are 

equivalent. We can make no dogmatic statement about whether or 

not the power beheaviour requirements are equivalent; however 

the condition that only odd solutions are allowed certainly does 

not occur in the Wick rotated formalism. From this we deduce 

that the two formalisms are not equivalent, probably because poles 

do occur off the real q. axle, (this would be the case it the 

above boundary conditions at infinity do not imply the condition 

h(± 1) = 041) 

However, we do not claim this to be a definitive proof that 

Wick Rotation is not always possible but rather a strong indica-

tion that it is not. Our basic assumption of dropping the 

factor undoubtedly requires more positive clarifica-

tion. We continue to use the "Wick trick" on the grounds that it 

probably does not lead to false solutions, but at most suppresses 

certain physically acceptable solutions. 

() 	Norjnalizaton Condition 

Apart from leaving the equations of motion invariant, a 

quantum mechanical symmetry,  must also be represented by a unitary 

operator, in order to preserve scaler products. We therefore have 

to check that the generators of tbg 0(4) symmetry are hormitean 

within the physical scalar product. (Note: this is the ease for 

the non-relativistic B atom, as may easily be shown.) 



ro do this, we express the normalization condition for the 

•. B.c, wave 	ration, to the approximation. that wel are working at, 
in terms of stereographic coordinates.. 	We use 	 given 	3T 

eq. (18). 	Also we work in M1nk'aki space. Eqn, (21) reads 

[(ft.p+q 	M412p%- Y 	M
2  3 

= 	J(22)2 	g2+ç2)Ml. 	
2)(J)21(81a) 

mll 	n(1+I), 	m 	m(1- t) (81b) 

'K 2 	= 	(1-t)(m2 	) 

• 

(81*) 

The normaliZaton. condition i 	(en 	(I, 	'1)) 

i ç d(1 4(q) 	çp+ 	2 pr41 if p(q) 

2P 	è12  (83) 

using the identity 

2.iit j\ -4
kmip-1v 

(p. q)
ap  

0' 	0 

24 	q
2 

y)  

one Can put egn. (83)in the. 	form,  

i 	•.• 	 • 	•• 
(2)31  id(i) 	 + 

2,K fn 

- 	
'12 (8) 

• • wherezi 

64, 

	

____ • (86)' 
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This lot only meaningAz3 between states of the same mass; it must be 

stressed that the stereographic coordinates depend on the bound state 

mass trougi 2 

Let us carry out the rotation given by eqn. (26a). In Minkowaki 

space this is real so there is no problem about Continuing back to 

the real axis etc.. 

We take 	z() = .*()() 	= l,2,3,Zj 	(87) 

where, as implied in the notation, N must be the same for I 1,2. 

(it can 	22,23,214) however that the set of all solutions, 

corresponding to all VSIUSS at N form,. U*IitaZ7 representation of 

the non-compact group o(14,1)). 

The question of horrniticity of the generators 

ç ,p ;= 1,2,3,14 	 (88) 

can of course be reduced. to the question of whether they commute with 

the function between the 	in eqn. (85)0 after the transformation 

- 	has been made. This is trivially true for all except L. 

These acting on the. 	will not change N by definition of an 

irreducible 8,bspaCe. Also 

•14tm( 	
(8 

where A, B aro.)rtowt Cànstan.*s, 80 both L4kend 	will be 

zero in the ecAlar prOduct, 80 that, 	effectively Coute6 with L. 

It is Mu*ll1 obvious that thO products 4 	and 'L`-9 will not 

be zero, nor, equal in the scaler' prodi*t 71herefore the question Of 

bermiticity Of the generators reduces to the quentofl whether there 

occurs any term proportional to 4 in the function between the Zi in 

(85) after it has been expressed in terms of the F
ao 
 It can be 

checked that no snob te=i 6043UMO EO. the generators are hermitean. 



In paeing we. note that the right of o4ho (84) has a 

singularity I  at Po  0 so we cannot normalize states of zero 

tour,  momentum made up of two unequal mass particles. Actually 

- m 	then the decay 	 P0 could take place 

SO the constituent particles would not be stable# so there is 

good reason for regarding I m1  - m) as the lowest possible 

ground state energy in the binding of two &tgalq particles. 

in view of this, it is natural to propose a soalar quaxk 

model with 

- 	 m 	 (89) 

	

a3 M 	IM2,-  -  

• However it can be Immediately rejected . ,since it implies that the 

kaon mass difference is of the. same order as the pion mass. Now- 

into the exactly solvable equal mass equation for PiL  0 in 

the equal mass case, we introdu*è a emsU energy P thereby 

reducing the symmetry from 0(5) to o(&) (we use the vick-rothted 

formalism throughout) and also a small oxchmsed Mass, 	Whi0h  
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further reduces the siimetr7 to OMs, that is, the lowest 

poaaible# we assume that P2  and 	are or the same order 

(perhaps even equals c,t, mention. of bootstraps tn. Chapter 1) 

SO we neglect 'T  their squares and prouQ.ta. 

The formalism is a slight extension of the usual ease. There 

is. a solved problem 

(A0 	øB) I *) 	= 	0 	 (92) 

and an unsolved one 

(9) 

where 	dA 	= 	AA 	and 	ÔB=BO 	are. amul.aIing 

"differentials", 	we get 	: 

(aA-• 	x0 )I$0).. 	 ) t>•• 	0 •  (9) 

In genewall eqnø. (92) will define a degenerate. subapaee 	generally 

an irreducible rópresentaton ot some higher ammetr group and 

part of the problem of solving eq... (93) . is,  oust. that of e*pan4tng 

an irreducible represóntatlón of the higher group in terms of its 

cOntent in I.R'e of the lower,  group of e., (93). 	;'e ignore these 

problems by . ust cónstdertng 	to be a nom-degenerate sigenvalue,. 

i.e* bi taking the scalar representation. 	Acting with. 

6A, 	X6,6B I 	= 	<*Ot 	1%>  

it all operators are taken tw be hermitean. 	That is 

	

o 	 1 p') 	 . 
( 	A 	

. ... 	-. 

	

= 	.  . . 



to this order. We calculate i 	in the basis 	Of solutions 

of eqn, (92). By definition 

<r1 BI 
	OB 

(97) 

SO 8t> 	* OiBol*)+.t*r) .T(Il;c) 	(98a) 

C 

This determines $) it B 	eziata, except for its pro3ection 

°' 1*,) whiøh as alwas is indeterminate in a formalism like thiso, 

In the example considered here, the solved problem mei be 

stated as follows. Let Y0 ) be the lowest five-dimensional 

spherical harmonic. 
____ in fact 	____ 

where Wis the area of a five-dimensional eiere • Then 

Y(t') 	21, 
L d4')ö(') 

8* 	 1-i' 	Fo j 
where the elgenvains a/c o 

The unsolved problem is stated an 	2 a2 + P24) 

(99) 

(100) 

-_- a 	i.q ., '+  
I 	 2kg 

d,, [)(2 	1  2 

4-1 
X 8(')') 	. (ioi) 

The origin of the factor proportional to, g on the left is 

obvious on examination of the passage to stereographic coordinates 

described in Appendix (2)* in this example en. (96) becomes 



This,  is .a ze1tiou btWen the coupling constant ç (= S2/]6 2), the 

bound state energy and the exchanged mass, provided the mass 'Ot the 

• binding particle is kuovn 

The wave-ftnotion mast now be tound. Consider eQn. (97).  The: 

operator % is 3ust a cone tant a2  in this ex MW 	Eo the 

Projection of the 	ea.funtion of(q) on, Y ,Yi) will be just 

the proecttonot. the AirzctOA 

- 	+ 

(3.ot4) 
2m 	 4J 

An intinite nuabi' of aphorical harmonics will contributeo To 

avoid er imcuit Integrations ,' we make the tollOwng drastic 

aprczin*t•on4 The• eignvslues wr  are in this problem propoi 

tional to 1/(r+l)(r+2) according to en, (8) It we were to 

neglect all at them zeept *kO  then in the notation at 	(986) 

I') 	 +2: i) 	 (105) 





AT1R 3 

SIINOR ANTI3?INC)R BQUN 2TATE3 

The ejatton describing apinor..antispInor bound states is given In 

general by 

[jrl 1,6p(q) jV,+m2j .f?k(k) 	 (1) 

where p p2, are the momenta of the constituent spinôz', while 

P 	 (2a). 

= plp2 	 (2b) 

as usual In general the funaton H. which is the set o all .irre 

ducibledia grams, will have epinor indices, wi will be interested in 

the itpeoif ie cases where ff(P*q,,k)A. (k) '~has the form 

o(Pk)r1 4(k)r1 	 (3) 

where 	is one of the sets I, Yji, T5Y, Y5\ and G(P,q,k) is a 

scalar function The wavetuncton, crudely speaking, describes the 

diagram of Pig, (l), 

In this chapter we attempt to put this equation into as manageable 

aform'as possible and consider special cases of it which are soluble 

(1) 	 _gis __ 

It is reasonable to exect that for pbat4a1 interpretation, the 

following, familiar basis is convenient. 

S + TV + 6Lv T' + M AT5 + PY 

(Lb) 



A, Iq  (I  I  ?,) - 



In this basis, eqn (1). becomes, using an obvious shorthand notation: 

where 

UM 

= H 	 . .. 	 . 	(5a) 

-1,Trç 	)(+m) 	 (5b) 

(5°) 

Table (1) gives the Di  explicitly This is in the spirit of 

ref, (.15), where the same table for m1  rn appears, though in the 

notation of eqn. (2). 

In this basis, the various couiing .aurized in eqn, (3) merely 

have the effect of multiplyingA j  by the constant 	where c 

stands for the type of coupling., i,e.•acalaz, vector etc 	This fact 

l'oUOwB frcrn well-known 'identities such as 

	

= 	
2YV. 
	 (5) 

Table (2) gives these constants for the four different couplings44)  

Tqu (1) can be put In a different. form. Let 

= LAI. 	q) 2+m2' 	 (6) 

Then eqn. (1) i1ies that 

	

H(P,q,) i 	() _1_ 	() 

or in the 	basis, using eqn, (2), 

d4kç 	G(P,,k) D c 

plr,(+k)
(8)  

where D 

	

	is just D 	with m1- 	 .. 	 ... 	 .. 

will be used extensively..  



(.) 	eraL.. SS5T&JL 

Consider eqn. (5a). This represents a very complicated set 

of coupled equations ror the functions 	.. These can be explicitly 

written down, with the help of Table (1), if H is specified* The 

general problem is, to say the least, Xrbidding. An obvious step 

towards simplification is to assume that some of the 	are zero. 

One must, however, be careful here. All sixteen equations still 

bold. Certain of these will now be algebraic conditions of a 

very stringent nature, often impossible to satisfy. 

Let us take the example of a vector potential. Such a 

potential has, the' nice propertZ that the tensor equatiOn, in the 

basis is always dust algebraic, beCaua (Table 2)) 

4V) = o• This equation can be solved, giving the tensor part 

of the wave-function in terms of the others, so that one has one 

less equation to worry. about. We will for simplicity asswae that 

(q) has pseudoacalar parity, or, in other words, that 

s, V= 0. ' This 'assumption Id not necessary, but the algebra 

is greatly simplified and no degeneracy of method occurs becsuee 

of it.'  

prom Pablo (1) we read oft the tensor-equation 

+ 	 - 
t 	CS '-4 	 3 

fit 	 V 

• 	' 	

lvl .9 

+ 

	q AL-21  

 

't 

I 	
(p.p 	ma)( 

+ 	 m1p26)a.  + 	 P 	= 	0 (9) 

TO solve for T 1" we make a guess at its form 

1 
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= 	.(CiP3.6  +C?26)A 

+, 	 P A  

+.CLP e'6'p P26  A 

D 	P26 

Substitution in eq, (9) gives the coerficlents. Theae are 



Let in1 = in2 	for slightly more simplicity* 	The axial equations 

are, in the notation of equation (2) 

,L [cP<A - 
q2Aj 

- 	PA- 
 

f 2 	2 2 	____________ 
r 	2 	1 

~ 	.q -in A + 	 qPqj P 

1rnPP..2 dkG(P ik)A(k) • 	 (14) 

where, of course, T V has been replaced by the right of 

eqn. (13). The poeudoscalar equation Is 

41 imp,A + 	
+ 

q22p 	 P,q,k)P() 	 (15) 

These equations appear to be quite unmanageable However, they 

will be of interest in the limit P 	0, which is discussed later. 

One could go further end require that ¶' = 0. ryxaminationo.  

of eqn, (9) and eqn. (12) Shows that this is possible if the 

coefficient of (p.j+p2) in A is proportional to P, the 

pseudoscalar part (which we cannot take to be zero without causing 

to be zero also), :Tbj a is unfortuna'e because it turns out 

that if 	were proportional to C14 only, the pseudo-scalar 

and axial equations' could be detoupled and solved for general 

Mwever, this fact is useless, in view of the above argument. 



(3) 	lutionrzero 

We assume. the Interaction to be acalar, Every equation 

derived holds equally well for the other interactions, if one 

attaches the constant 	to every on the right of the 

equation. 	Consider eqn 	(8) for 	p 

., G(q,ic) D 1 p (k) 

J 	k 	m1)(k 

We shall work with the Wick rotated fonn 

* T ( q) 4'kL (t 
* ,
(k) (17) 

where 
Oj 

Is derived from 	D 	by the substitution 03 

- In practice, we use It In its present form and 

ultimately replace every scalar product by its negat±ye 

Now, that P 	= 0, 	the symmetry group . of the equation is 

o(b) 	Following 	D.S.E(  ref . .15) we make the following ansatz 

for the solution 

A 	 •' 

3(q) 	= 	' Yq,(q) 	 (18a) 

v1( q2)y(1)( a) 
+ v2)( 2) (2)( ) 	(lCb) 

rq) = T(1)(q2) 	1(a ) ~ (2)(q2) 	 ) (18c) 

A( q) 	41)( 2) (] 	+ 42)( 2) 
Ytl 2la 	 (18d) 

p() 	
(2)(A 

) 	 . 	 (18e) 

where 	are the usual, four-dimensional "scalar," 

harmonics and the other, "tensor" harmonica are defined by: 



) 	 (19a) 

C1) = %q% à L 	a) 	 (19b) 

a 

(Notel we will often. use the shorthand 

NJ i) 	y( a) ) 

Tensor mon 

•NJ 	
(qô .qoY() 	(20a) 

=C 	 20b) 

On eliminating the angular variables.: one Is left With a set of 

coupled tradiar' erntIons far' the rünt1oneSN   
4t)( q2) 

etc .D53S do this. for the apei.al  case of massless àcalar 

exchange in the ladder approximation. In this ease, it can be 

dcne using, the etraightThrward differential properties of the 

spherical harmonics, However for an arbitrary potential of the 

form given by en, (3) (which one can take to be sealar, without 

any real loss of generality), a more general technique As required.,,  

This is now developed. Let us denote 

(k2+m 2)(k2'm 2) 

since G(1)  is a scalar function, we have 

G(1)(q,k) 	G(q2 k2) 	Y, (k) 	(22) 
. 	Nm 	. 

where 	GN 	depends only on  and not on £ arm, To make. 

further progress the following identities must be used. 
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(?(k2) 	) G(q,k) Pk 	: 2  Yj) 	(23a) 

where 
00 

( q2) 	

f 	

k3dk ( q2,k2)(k2) 	 (2) 

This follows tnned1ateiy from eqn (22), •.. 

(b) ç(1)(k2). y r(i) G(l)(,k) Pk 	f((q2) 

I 4 y'" 	(q) (2 4) 

Eqn, (241  as It stands, is trivial since 'the right hand aide is 

the Moot general expressiontransforming as the left hand aide. 

To find explicit expressions for 	f(1)(q2) 	is not trivial, 	This 
will be done below 

Finally 

(a) 	F(k2) Y)(k) G(c,k) dk 	ç(q2) 25 

where 	t(q2) is given by eqn, (23b). 	This is obvious on noting 
that 	#Nzm

I) 	(q) is 	st some linesi' comb thation of 	Y 
with the same 	N. sine 	(q& -qv  6t,  	is nothing but an 0(4) 

Now, t? eva1tate 	1(q2) 	Consider eqn, (24) for =46 

Any value of 	will do and this is the ain1est 	hotc. It is 
proved in Appendix (3) that 



• 	: 	 (a) = 	4t YN m ,es,) •(26 

+ 4 	Ni (26b) 

and 

z 	Ntm a)  

Y +i m(a) 

+2 	NZ 
	 ii   

wiore 

(28s) 

(2) N1(4+1)13 (28b) 
I 	N(+1) 

Remembering eqne (23), 46 now have  

( 1)ck ) G( IC )dLk 

••N• 	+1
q 	

N+iM: 	 •• • 

+ 	
&m  

(2)2) 	 a',k)d 

XT 
1) r(2)( q2) y 	J 

+ 
—2 	 tT4) 	t(2)(2) 	

&!fl  



,in. the notation- of equ. (24) 

2 
 

	

4 (q2) 	
2(+1) (N+2) 4 	(q) +.N 	(q2)i 

) 	
(3ob) 

4 d 	(  ) 	 f(2) 	f(2) 1 	 (30c) 

	

f(2)) (q2) 	 + (N+2)42 	 (30d) 

It will, of course, be understood that the euperfix on 	in 

eqn8, (29), (30) refex' merely to T?' '(k ). 	e are now in a 

position to write down the equations for the invariant functions, 

We will use the following concise .notationt the need for which will 

become obvious. 

rN I(k) 	 () 

The following identities prove useful in the derivation of the 

equation.. Ther incorporate V110k. Rotation, (i.e. g - 

	

qY~ ON
(I) 	 q 	 (32a) 

	

q y 
AON,0 	 (32b) 

- 
- 	 q 

0 
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rn1  

Consider the scalar equation: (we use Ai 	Ml+m 

= 	 G(,k) (k2mm)  S(k)- 

(33) 

The angle variables are trivially eliminated, with the help of 

eqn. (23), and we get 

s(q2) 1. 	 ( 3k) 

The vector equation is 

= 	dk G ( q,k) [ -( m1+rn2)k s c2 )y( i) 
oil 

+(k2 n1m2) v(k2) (i) 	(k2rnm) 

l'2 (i4r')W)k 	(:)):1 	 (35) 
ON 

The angle dependence can be eliminated with the help of éqns. 

(24),:(30).and<the following equationa results  

I t+i ';uP.l Ir 

-i + +  

((m1+m2) 	2).(k2)41)(k2) 

.* (0zum )v( 2)(k2) 

(36) 

The tensor equations are given by 



- 	T( 2) = 	dk G1( q,k) 	(m1-m2)iV2)( k2) ( 1) 
11V ,N 

i(k2+i1m2) TN) 	+ (k2 	m1m2) 	v, N 
42)(k2) 

- (m1+m2)k 42)(k2) y( 2) Nr:\ 
	

(37) 

io the euations for T)(q2) are 

T)(q2) 
= t [(k2+mlrn2) ir(l)(k2) + (m1_m2)i42)(k2)q (38a) 

(2) 2 
TN (q ) = _P +(k2_ m2)T2)(k2) 

+ i(rnl+m2)k42)(k2)1(38b) 

The pseudosealar and axial equations are analogous to the scalar 

and vector equations The final form, of the axial "radial" equation 

is 

- 
 (

l)(q2)\ 
= 	l 	/(N+2i1 + Nt11 	- 1)N(w+2) 

j (2)(q2) J 	2(N+l) 
~11r—i - T+l 	 + (N+ 2) 

(.( k2+rnm)41)( k2) - i(nil-m2)FN( k2)k \ 
k2u)2)(k2) + i(rn1+m2)k42)(k))) 

(39) 

while the pseudoscalar "radial" equation is 

	

= -
[+'(ml-m2)k NI(k2) 	(k2+rnin) P(k2)j(4o) 

The operator V
N

is an integral operator, being in fact the 

projection (so to speak) along Y 1(a) of the operator 

dk 	l)( q,k) • In the ladder approximation 



•-; 

	
(1) 

(1 	+m1 ) ( k  

* 	 2 

(k22)(k2~in 2) 	(n+i) 

2 2 
with 

Z 	
2cLk 

0 	the 
I 
relevant 	eea±ou Tor 4L)(qP- jc2) t Øq 

tamed. in eçn0 (2.$).. The 	ictton suggest that It may be 

the C een'sIinctton of a differential operator, This is the case, 

but the eaøie3t way to qet at that operator .i • the following* 

indirect method; from the ecn. (in xuclideanspace) 

4W(2, 	( q. k) 	. 	 ••• 	
• 	

(L3) 
(qk) • 	

• 

it follows that is the Green' V=s 	of 
•(2r (q * 	• • • • 	 • 

t .. 

 

'Therefore' the oez'ator, whose Green's .Punction Is given by 
• 

• GW(q2,k2) 2 
	is nothing' 	••• 	 • 	 •• 

•o 	• 	...;:. 	
•.. 	 • 	 • 	••• 

4, 	 (Lt1) 

the polar veraiGn of [3 ,, ,# acting on a funetton prooxtXotrnl 

to 	 M has been pointed out above in the partici3lar, oaoe 

of the zeomase ladder approimatton, all equations can be written 

as difterenttai eustionz It is not diffloult to see that, 

• working from such equatims the resultà Summrized in eqna. 



(34) - (10) remain very much the same. In tact it r,  is 

Interpreted as + 	/(g2(2t)2) and the substitution 

is made (i.e, D 	is now replaced by D) we get 

the correct results. This case has been treated by D.S.. 

(ts) Goldstein's Zquation:- 

Consider the pseudosoalar equation (38a) in the case of the 

zero mass ladder approximation. It has just been concluded that 

these may be written in the form (for m1  = m2) 

EQN+a2'( q2)\ 2 	 (45) 

The integral form of this equation 

(q2+a2)F(q) 	 :2 	(46a) 
(21) 

 3 	(q.uk) 

where 	P(q) 2 F11(q2) Y1% (, ) 	 (46b) 
N 

Is recognizable as the Wick-rotated form of Goldstein's Equattonh. 

sQJL, (45) is equivalent to eqn. (hG) only it certain boundary 

conditions are added. These may be derived as follows. From eqn. 

(46) and eqn, (2.5), integral equations for E( 2) may be 

written down 

= 	 k3  c: dk 

CD 

+ q 	Ic dk N1 	3 	FN(k)l 



.78e. 

iqn. (45) may be written in terms of the variable S CI-0 

(S+a2)iP (S)) + 4. ((s+a2)FN(S) 	LNi;2) (2)F(s) 

(Li&) 

or, (s(sa)PN) + ( 	 (s+a2))i 	0 	(49) 17 

This equation for the special ease of N = 0 appears in 

ref, (19).  If one expresses eqn, (47) also in terms of the 

variables S q 	t k and imposes the oondition that if 

i 	obeys eqn (149) It will obey eqn (147), then the boundary 
• conditions emerge. UseThi, in: this,  context,, is the one—

dimensional Gausst  Theorem, 

f( x) g"( x) dz = 	r( x) g( x) x + (fg' 	gf' 
IBoundary 

(50) 

The conditions are that 

IN 	 1 
Lirn 	t " (t(t.a2)F(t))' 	( +i)t 	2 	

(t+a2)F(t)I 	0 
t -aO 	 (51a) 

	

r ('N(t)(t+a2 	N __________ Lim I 	 .+ 	 = o 	(5Th) 
t 00 

For N = 0 0, these reduce to Go1ätein's boundary conditions, They 
• 	• are not very restrictive,' If 

	

t) 	 N . . • 	 • 	
. 	(5) 

t -)Q. 

	

F (t) 	'- 	t 	• 	 • 	• 	(52b) 
-) o 
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then they imply that 
+ N,2  

	

N/2) t 	 1-. 	 (53a) 

+ N12 +2) t 	'2 +1 	-j 	0 	 (53b) 

t—+oo 

Eqn1  (48) can be solved exactly. It is of the Pappernitz 

form, given by the scheme 

Co 	-a2  

(s + a2)FN(8) 	
= P)NI2 	I 	+ p 	811 (54a) 

I7.2 	0 	-p 	J 

	

P 	= 	f(N1)2 - 	 (5Lib) 

where, of course, the numbers under the singular points give the 

Possible indices of 5 at these points, Condition (a) excludes 
N 

the behaviour 8 
1 
 /2 at zero. Condition (53b) excludes the 

behaviour /S  -p at infinity for non-positive values of X. 
2  N1  

This is really no restriction, Choosing the behaviour S " 

at S = C) and 	 at s = 00 , the solution of eqn. (48) 

is given by 

(s+q2)F(q2) 

 = Ji 
2 

S+a 

(55) 



There are solutions for arbitrary values of a2  and X. So the 

spectrum is continuous. In fact, Goldstein, when considering this 

equation tried to eliminate all values of ? except the point 

L,.X = (fl+l) 2, that is, p = 0 9  using an argument involving a 

cuttoff, However, Green29)  pointed to a mathematical error in 

his reasoning, Also, Mandelstam1  has shown that these solutions 

are inanieaible because if, in configuration space, one attempts 

to prove that solutions of different energies are orthogonal, a 

surface integral must be neglected; this implies a condition on 

the solution which is not fulfilled if 	= 01  in the above ease, 

so the proof breaks down. 

It would seem, therefore, as if a continuous spectrum is 

unavoidable. •D.8.8.15) put forward a method which seems to 

avoid it. However, implicit In what they do is expanding t(x) 

about the point ? = 0 and using this to estimate f at X = I t  

when in fact, the radius of convergence of the expansion Is just 

unity. So the method is of doubtful validity. 

(5) Kurer'a olutiQn 

Again, we consider the case of massless exchange in the ladder 

approximation. However we now use a vector interaction, The same 

"radial" equations hold with slit changes. in the coupling con-

stants, which can be read off from Table (2)), We concentrate 

on the terser and axial equations. These are not coupled to any. 

* I wish to thank Prof. Cutkosky for pointing this out to me. 
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of the others] They read 

D(q2+m2)(q2 	Cc 
	

(56a) 

-2Mq,j  42) q2j 	
MWO 
	

(56b) 

(tIN ."q 	 . (q2ffl2)4 

\2 
	 1/q2 )\ (q22)42)q2) 

(q2) 

- 2mIjT(2)(q2)J 

•. 	 41), ( 2)\ 

(56e) 42) 
 (2)J 

where the A , 	differ y a taotor 	 from those 
7k7M 

used in the original eohs, (38),,. (39) 	Itt writing 

egy (560 certain simple results, have been assumed such as that 

+ 	 (57) 

These follow immediately :from the definition of 0N 	4)), 

The zero on the right of eqns (56a) and (56b) Is charae-

teriati of the vector and axial-vector interaction This was 

noted in Seotion (i). These equations must hold at all points 

in apace so the only solutions are 

T(l)(q2) 	0 

:;;E j j4 2)(q2)  
qm. 

(Bb) 



These equations actually constitute a epeelal case of eqn. (13), 

tee. for P 	0, and within the'trsxnework of the ansatz eqn, (ia). 

Substituting eqns. (58) into eqn. (56e) gives coupled equations 

for 41)(q3 ) 42)(q2) One of these functions may be eliminated 

at the cost of solving a fourth order differential equation for 

the other,, which is not a very prctica1 proposition4 Kunser 8 

on reaching this point at a more general level proceeded b 

assuming essentially that 41)= 0 and then solving for 2) 

Cslxd-~Vice versa). He toun a discrete ectrum for (2) in 

fact, However, at least within the framework defined by eqn, (18) 

itis simply not possible to. 4o.thio since eqn. .(560) combined 

with eqn, (58b) tell us that if 41) is zero than 42) must 

also be, and vice versa. 

Let. us discuss the problem along the same lines as ner 8 , 

qn4 (13) .for P 	0;stés that. (in the, zero mass ladder 

approximation) 

m2 q2)g + 	 + () 	
f 

dk 	(59) 

If we aSsume that 	= 0 which is the general oodition 

corresponding to putting 4l)(q) equal to zero above, then: 

eqn (59) can be put in the form • 

(( yq) 	 A) 	 . • 	 (Go) 
q +m • 	 .. 

• • This can be aelved and turns out to have a discrete spectrum, in 

, 	However, a very basic point arises here, Is the condition 

0 consistent with eqn. (Go) ? To answer this, we act 

with Q on the equation. The right-hand-side vanishes.. In order 

that the left-hand-side also vanishes, we thU8t require that 



be zero, as well as Now for the large class of vector 

functions which can he expanded in the form 	. 

4l)2 (l) + 	4)(q2) 	(2) 	 (61) 

these two conditions are inconatible since qA = 0 implies 

that 4')(q2) be zero for all its while. OA will not vanish 

unless all. 42)  vanish. This, basically, is the reason that 

Kunner' a treatment broke down,. when we tried to apply it to our 

• "radial" equations above. 

However the function Y 	 complete set in 

the sense that 	. 	... 	,. 	,. 	. 	. 	. 

,-_) y(t)(,t) = g 	(r!)  

'So we cannot, .deduce .from this line of argument, or from any other, 

as far as we can 'see..that the two eoditiori 	 0, 

	

Al"= Q. are always .noompatible, . 	 . 

The iolutioñs.of eqn (60) ,are of tale ,  form  

3y taking .linear. colbinatGns.of these, for a given . 	one can. 

form solutions.'beying SA 	; 010 Since they aleo.Obey:tlie 

equation then they wUl.automatically obóy the constetonoy' 

condition 	= 0. A simple example that comes to rind is 

the following. Let 'N 1#  The spherical harmonies yare 

made Up of q, the unit vector,. Let 	. • 

12v q 	 . . 	. . 	. 	( 6 3) 

for example. It does not transform as a vector, but then, it is 

not required to, anymore than s(q) say, is required to. be, an 



inVaz'iant This exainle äbeya the two required conditions. So, 

although Kuznmer' a procedure breaks down for certain types of 

solutions, there is no inherent.eOntradiction in it, as might have 

been suspected at a certain , stage in the above argument, 

('6) 	 .. 	 ti Øq 

We consider the behaviour of solutions of eqns, ('Li.) 
- 

(Li.0) 

with a po•tntial due to scalar exchange in the ladder approximation, 

The mass at the exchanged particle will not affect this behaviour, 

so we take it to be zero, As 	oo, m can be neglected, so 

all except the axial and vector equations will.have the asymptotic 

form (oqn (2,5)) 	. . . 

( q2) = 	 4( qk) ~ 	 l; ) 
 

or, in 'differential. form 	. . 

F(q2) 	
- 	

(65a) 

'where " 	 2.  
- 	g 	2

'I"o r
,(l 

=. 

	

for 	2')
,. 	, 

Prom this we , deduce that 
.. 
F( q2) ' will behave as a power of q 

• 	F(q2) 	 . 	

. 	 (6a) 

. . P = . 11 	 +l) 	: 	 . 	 (66b) 

which' is just the behaviour or Goldsteins solutions (eqn, (54)), 



The vector and axial parts are more complicated, or definite- 

ness, we take the vector part. •v(q2), 	2)(q2)  will have the 

same behaviour at infinity since they can be picked out re- 
qV  pectively by the projection operators 	. and (g 

'a 	 'a 
which contribute no power, They obey the asymptotic  equations 

(l) 2 
3,  ,2)  (l) (2) 	 v(q2) 	7N 	(67a) 

(t3 + :L,,2)  142)(q2) + 
	 1\ ) 	 (6Th) 

it v )  behave as 	then a obeys the equations 

- ( 2+0+3+7),.2i'(w+2)A 	 0 	 68a) 

- (+2l) 	X A+2: 	. 	 68b) 

where A i a conatant, which may be eliminated to give a quartic 

equation for a. 

This discussion applies even it 	& 0 since if (I  is 

large enough, Pcan be ignored. It shows that nothing at 

large values of 'a  iiggests a discrete spectrum,. In tact, for 

a acalar interaction, there is really no' evidence that any dis-

crete spectrum exists, Théroot of the problem is (aøhü been 

mentioned in Chapter 2) the tact that the apinor-epinor equation 

in the ladder approximation is singular, which is manifested in the 
.• 	tact that if we count d1c as four powers of , • the power of 

'a or k on the left is equal to that on the xight, so. that. the 

couplingoonatant is Un.tless. 	 • • 



'S . 

The situation is different for vector coupling, for which it 

has been shown 48)  that discrete eigenva].ues exist at least for 

P = 0, This was iscuesed in section (5) above for the spinor-

antispinor equation. Actually, in the original paper 48)  the 

apinor-spinor equation was used. However one can get from one 

to the other by multiplying  by ( 5. It has also been shown 47) 

that the apinor-antiapinor equation has discrete eigenvaluea near 

threshold, corresponding to positronium. 

So, the equation, though singular, contains some physics. 

(7) The Vertex Fwiotioii 

The pseudoscalar vertex function in the ladder approximation 

obeys the equation 

12 
	4 q+P, q-P) =Y 	

g 	d k i1N F  q- 

13(k+P)r5(k+4P, k4P)iSF(k_ ) 	(69) 

The function $(P,q) defined by 

V'5( qi4P, q.4p) = I s( q4p ) ( q•, p) 1. 	q.4p' 	 (70) 

obeys the type of Bethe-Calpeter equation that has been studied 

above, but with an inhomogeneoua term. Consider eqn. ((9). It 

can easily be shown by the methods used In this chapter that if 

is split into the usual components, then the following is 

true: when q2  Is large the equation Obeyed by the pseudoacalar 

component is, when put in differential form, just Goldstein's 

equation with solutions 	 t 4N+i) 
q 



proportional to Yj ). However, because of the inhomogeneous 

term in the integral form, N must be zero. Also the power 

behaviour is determined by this same term to be zero, It follows 

that ?.' = 0 so that the pseudosoaiar part is, trivially, just 

unity while the other parts of the solution are zero, 

Apparently, therefore, the ladder approximation is insuf-

ficient to give any nontrivial information, about the vertex 

function, 

a; q) 	+ 	
(o,q,k) 's) 	 (73) 

or 
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Id 
k (2n)

ci) 	 K(O,q,k) ;f s, (Ic) 	 (7Lia) 4 .._'( 	
= 

where 

= 	t- ra+ 	'(q) 	 (7Lib) 

or 	'(q) ij the irreducible part of s(q), If K(O,q,k) is 

in some approximation given by a function of (q-'k), denoted by 

K(q-k) then we have that 

. '(ct) 	= 	K(q-k) s11(k) 
	

(75) 

In the ladder approximation this equation represents an intuitive-

ly reasonable fact, illustrated by 

- - 	- 
-S 

(76) 

Actually, for any interaction, one could write down the following 

equation for the propagator function 

= i(c(..m) + 	
f dk UQ 2 2 (2%) 	(q-k) .-t +i 	(77) 

justifying it by the fact that iteration of it gives a meaningful 

though divergent series 

However, if one attempts to solve It for A = 0 by the methods used 

In this chapter, one finds that just as for the vertex function, the 

2  only solution 18 g = 0. 
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FOUR FERMION INTERACTION 

Consider a theory based on the interaction hamiltonian density, 

,6(x) 	 (x) t' 	(x) '(x) r. 4(x) 	 (1) 

where the matrices Iri  and the fields 4(x) contain indices 

referring to spin, isoapin etc. The factor - 	is conventional 
OF  

in eak Interactions. such a theory is nonrenormalizable and is 

really useful only to first order. However, for many years, 

various authors have studied it and have proved formal results 

relating to higher order diagrams. This chapter consists mainly 

of a summary of some aspects of this work. 

The basic building block of all Feynman Diagrams resulting 

from It 1(x) is the four particle vertex (Fig. I). 	The matrix 

describing this vertex is given by 

AA 	 - i _2Jr 	r 	+ r 1  2,A3A 	 A2 1A 	AA  

i 	T4-  r A 3A2  r iAA - r A1A 	1 
A3A2i 

where the Ai summarize the various indices in ir and 4'. 
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(1) 	'j'he Czoxitatig 

The concept of Irreducibility (Chapter I, Section (2)) needs 

no qualification in this theory. Pig, I Is the simplest exaple 

of an irreducible diagram. In fact, It is irreducible in all 

channels, and therefore belongs to category V of egn. (x, 

and subsequent equations, 

Ter-Martiroeian has written down general crossing symmetric 

ethe-calpetor type equations for this theory. The simplest 

• approximation to these equations is given by the following: 

let. 	(p P2 P, P 4) be the off shell P matrIx; then 

81A1 	A2U2 2 t BA P3)IsAB(P 4 ) 

1" A1A,Ag 2)(P1p2+pp1) 

"21 
Pp) A]:A 	

( 	
T4A333BiP3) 

d dT' 

;i- AL2A2l23 

+ iL 1A1( P1)iSA(PO~
(d 

iA,,A3A.___L.r.L. 'AL,B3A3 r2P3p) 

(2) 

This could be called the crossing sy :tnj0 chain approxima-
tion, A diagrammatic form of the equation would be 





(TT) 

(3) INS 

Iteration of this equation will give a very large 01088 Of 

diagrams. 

Let there be a bound. state in the $ channel at (p1.p2)2 = M28. 

Then P will behave 
BB (p,q) 

TBB1P2P3P) 
'' 	 (t) 

P 

There to no reason to believe that any except the first term 

will have a pole; however, as has been pointed out in Chapter I 

section (is), a "conspiracy" might Just occur. Excluding this 

possibility, we can say that 8 channel poles are uninfluenced 

by the huge class of diagrams resulting from iteration of the 

cross channel terms in the above equation. Then the equation for 

t$(P,q) is 

= 	 jS 
P,2) 1A1A2A34 

6: 4 
CIL 	A A (P,(') 	 (5) 

)(2r) 	4 3 

Let the vertex function be defined as usual by 
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B 1B ( , q = 	B1A (qP/ 2) 1 3A2 
	

2) CA 	2, q_P/  2) 
2 

(6) 

Then 	obeys the equation 

r(qP/2 q-'/2) = N 2A3AAl  A 	(2i 
dQ' 	 7 (q'  +'2)i SAA( q' )'/2 

Al A2 

V A4A3 (q'+P/29  q'212) 	 (7) 

This equation implies that 	A is inaependent of q. It is a 
2 

oontant, infinite quantity. 

Consider the chain approximation fu T. in the S channel 

only. This case can be solved explicitly. The relevant equation 

is just eqn. (2) without the last two terms. If use is made of a 

self evident shorthand, iteration of this equation gives 

T =SON SO + 0iS0'f'3, + •• 0 	 (8a) 

where Is 	= I :;(p1) 	 (Sb) 

I 
vhile 	

ti d q 	(q+1'/2)i .(P/2) 	
(Sc) 

P = p1 _p2 	 (So) 

qn. S(a) can be written formally as 

T(P) = 	 (9) 
1 - A So t 

though of course it must be remembered that 3' is Infinite. 

It this fact is ignored, then eqn. (9) represents an explicit and 



manageable form for. T, since the matrices involved are finite 

diznensionl 

Poles occur in p(p) for those values of P such that 

det( -. 1\30 t 	 (10) 

or altcrnatve1y, for thoe values of 	that solve the elgen- 

value problem, 	 . 

I s•0' 

This is reconisable as a. form of the B.S. equation (eqn, (7)) 

Two particular nontrivial cases of ecjn, (9) are evaluated 

in detail in Appendix (z)0 

(2) 

Naihu and Jana..Lasinio32)  have put forward a very simple 

model based on afour-fermion Lagrangin. This model exhibits 

vacuum degeneracy andt  in first order, perturbation theory,. the. 

,existence,  of a pseudoscalar l bound state together with spontaneous 

breakdown of chiral.syrnnetry three closely connected properties* 

in fact the nodel is a very simple manifestation of the Goldstone 

theorem. 

In this section, we present the bare bones of the model to-

gether with some discussion and attempts at extension, followed 

by a more general treatment based mainly on refs. (32), (2), 

Consider a Lagrang±an density of the form 

= i r o + g0 	x)$(x)7(x)4,(x) + 

(12a) 



- 

(ib) 

The bare mass i 8 zero, However, the renormalized mane need not be. 

Let this be denoted by m. Then 	can be put in the form 

(ii.o ni)4, + 	+ 	 (13a) 

+ (13b) 

If -kit 
  

is used to calculate the irreducible part of the 

se1fenergy, denoted by 	(P,m) in momentum space, then the 

following self-consistency equation will hold: 

where (p ) is a freee spinor, while p2  = m2  . If the fields 

In the Lagrangian 	are not normal ordered (this lack of normal 

ordering presumably bears some relationship to the vacuum degeneracy) 

then the lowest order contributions to eqn0 (Ib) comes from 

= -ig <01x2) [(( 7)( z))2  ((z)Tp(z))2j(x) o> 

(15) 
This can be evaluated with the aid of eqn. (1). The following 

Piers identity is a great help: 

aaoaya 
+ iy

5 	5
apiyya 	1(y  = 
	

+ (iç 5)( iYr)YO ) (16) 

This tells us that 



= 	21 	 - Y' Y ya 

• so that 

(p,m) = -2g0  ItTr s(o) - 	TrY5 SF(0) 

The right hand side can be easily simplified, to give 

Bg  
= 	 (19) 

which is of course meaningless unless .a out off is introduced.  

Assuming this to be the case, eqn (14) becomes 
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i?... T 
where X rune over the set I, jy, 	, 	 • Let us look 

4 
for pseudosoalar solutions, ,e, solutions containing only terms 

proportional to In fact let us simplify even further 

by looking for solutions proportional only to Y. This is not 

necessary - 'or what follows, Eqn. (22) tells us that r is a 

constant. This constant cancels across and the condition on 

is. 

Big0 f 	(q+/2).(qJ/2) - m2 1 
4 : q' 	 2 m2A~( 	2 

1 
2 - 	

(23) 

This integral isa scalar function of P, so It can only be a 

function of P2. Therefore, letting p 	0 is equivalent to 

looking for a solution with P2 = 	or with zero mass. But if 

P 	0 eqn. (3) reduces to eqñ. (21)p the sel consistency 

condition on rn, so the theory must have a massless pseudoscalar 

bound state,  

How does all this look in 2nd order perturbation theory? Not 

very good because for one thing the lack of normal ordering means 

that diagrams of the type shown in Pig. (2) will contribute to 

eqn (19). 

These correspond to cxpi'easions such as 

Mi  dLLP, 	
q-ri+ic 	

(24) 

which are infinite when acting on U(P). Furthermore, if one 

decides to include normal ordering, then 	does not contribute 

nor do the above terms, so that one can write down a self-consistency 
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condition for in alright; however the step of writing down a 

B.S. equation (eqn. (22)) and showing that the self-consistency 

condition implies a massless pseudoscalar bound state is to say 

the least not obvious. Take, for example, a contribution to 

of the type shown In Fig. III. One might expect that 

the B.S. equation given symbolically by 

( 2 5) 

would be the appropriate one to take, corresponding to this 

estimate of 	P ). This is not the case, because, for one 

thing, the vertex function satisfying eqn. (25) need not be con-

stant so the line of argument breaks down. It appears that for 

the argument to go through one must be able to reduce the B.S. 

equation to the form 

(26) 

as a function for P. If one keeps to the chain approximation, 

but sums more general bubbles (e.g. Fig. 4), the B.S. equation 

will in fact reduce to the form of eqn. (26),. Tlowever,, to find 

the appropriate diagrams approximating to 	(P), corresponding 

to a given type of bubble 18 non-trivial. 

The right-hand-side of eqn. (3) may be put. in the form of 

a dispersion Integral, thereby exposing it as a function of P2  

only (ref. 32). In fact, by this technique, a number of other 



CD 
lk2~ (L4 a L4.) 

--- ---*- 	 + 

(3u. 
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types of bound states. (scalar, tensor particles etc.) can be shown 

to be initcit in the theory. We do not discuss these, but we 

Will discuss how to derive the dispersive Iofln. Let 

81g 	I 	g2 - P2/rn2 	
(26) 

2  

By solving for the, zeros in the denominator one can show that 

(P) ',has a cut from 4M2  to infinity. So, one expects a spectral 

representation of the form 

00- . 2 	'2. 
J(P 2 	 9.KK jdIC, 	

f (27) 
J2  P 

To find the spectral function p( K2) we note that the 

problem is identical to that of finding a spectral representation 

for the boson propagator, or rather its irreducib]te part), 

assuming that the only higher order corrections included are ,those 

due to spinor anti-apinor intermediate states (Pig. ), inter-

acting with the boson through a pure Y Vertex. As is well 

known, the spectral function of 3(p2) is 

p( p2) 	i( P2-m2)2 	( q-p) 

(28) 

where m5  is the mass of the scalar boson and the initial factor 

removes external lines. Let 	bi given by 

in) 	2q)Li.(q11 ..'.p) 	' 	 (29) 
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i.e. a free particle antiparticle state. The factor 2m is 

necessary for normalization. If results like 

2m 	U..(q) 	,(q) 	(a + q), 	 (30) 
positive ° CA 
energy 

are used then p(P2) is seen to be given by 

p(P2) 
* 

- 	
dq Pr (+m) 5(-+m)Y5 

 

- 

	

	

f dq q.P o( 22)o(( 	- a2) 
(2i)) 

 

where the coupling constant has been included. The integral is 

easy, in the frame where P. = (P,o,o,o), and the form of 

p(P2) is 

p(P2 	
g ~2 

2 p 
(2) 2J1 

P; 	
(32) )= -  

It follows that 3(P2) has the form 

g 	çcutoff 	K2 (l - 
3(p2)d K 	2 	2 	 (33) 

(2) j2 	P 

and that the self-consistency condition (eqn. 21) now has the 

form 
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2 
g 	 2 	4m  2 

1 	 (324) 

2  

where ?2  is the cutoff parameter. Let us make a subtraction on 

eq.n. (33) at the point P = 0. Then, with the help of eqn. (324) 

becomes 	 2 
2 ( 

2 	 g?L 	 K 	2 
3(1? 	

+ O 	
dk 	 (35) 

47C j 2  p ..)< 

The dynamical coupling constant G2, giving the strength of 

coupling of the massless pseudoscalar particle to the constituent 

particles may be defined by 

2g 

2 	1?' 
	 (36) 

since the left-hand-side is essentially the 8-matrix in the 

chain approximation. G2  is given explicitly by 

8it2  = 
12 	4m? 

 
Lm' 

(37) 

and if it is. taken to be finite, a second subtraction can be made, 

giving 
2 ,. 	14m 

, r'4  C0 	..L 
8% 2 	t 	_________ 2 = 3. —P + -' 	 21 	 (38) 
0 
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The integral is now convergent, and elementary, and J(P2) may 

be written as 

2 	
290P 	2g0P2  j 	4fl ' - ---U — 	rt1a. 

	

G 	 L 	p 

	

tan-1 
	

(39) 

(P2  4 4m2) 

Besides the pole in the S-matrix at P = 0, which we know already, 

there will be others at 

+ !!0 	
(4n? 

. tan 	P 2 
	0 (40) 

that is, at 

+ 1 = (4m2 l) 
	tan 	

(wi2 _ 2) 	 (4°) 

Ifwelet x = 	1 
2 	 (la) 

(— 1) 
P 

(41b) 

then eqn, (40) becomes 

X = tanx 	 (42) 

which will have a it infinity of solutions in the relevant domain 

of x, i.e. 0 £ x oo. That these solutions may be inter-

preted as particles rather than as anomalies of the approximation 
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is doubtful, Two subtractions are needed to make 	finite. 

Since the theory is not,  renormalisable, this number would Increase 

Indefinitely as we go to higher orders of diagrams. 

Nambu and 3onaLasinio find that the true vacuum of the 

theory is not an elgenatate of chirality so that infinitely many 

vacua must exist. Chirality is a symmetry of the Lagrangian so 

the Goldstone theorem states that there must be a massless pseudo-

scalar particle in the theory. This was found to be the case. 

Actually this particle can be seen to exist on general grounds 

as follows 2 : let 	 be a matrik element of the axial 

current between the physical spinor states in the theory the 

states of mass m). It will have the Thm 

	

(P 'AP) = 	(P')(P1(q2) 'çT5 + 	 q)((p) 	(42) 

zero bare mass implied that &AIA  x) be zero, This implies that 

2 	 2znF(q2) 
P2 	 (43) 

	

= 	 (b3) 

If 	is not zero then this equation implies that there will 

; .. be a pseudoscalar boson in the theory, 

31) •Luria 	etc, have shown that a four fermion interaction is 

equivalent to a Thkawa interaction provided that the scalar field 

has wave-function renornalization constant zero, and provided that 

there is a bound state of the corresponding quantum numbers in'  

the 1-fermion theory, Now, the self -consistency condition ensures 

the second requirement in the Nambu model, The first requirement 

can be put in the ro2) 
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G2 	 (37) 
ti 	2 	2 

) 

where 	(Pa) is a generalized loop without the coupling constant 

factor, 2g0. In lowest order this is nothing but eqn. (37), So 

is zero and the Narnbu theory is equivalent,, at least in first 

order, to a Yukaia Theory, with a massless meson. In fact, one 

can reproduce the basic results of the above model, using a ?ukawa 

Lagrangian 

(38) 
I 

We proceed to sketch the argument. The Lagrangian 	is 

invariant under the chiral transformation 

io: 

provided we assume that the pair ,6, 4 transform similarly 

to the pair 	, 	1Y 54r , 	that is 

Cos 2 + 4 Sin 2o 	 (39a) 

4 	4 Cos 2o. 	Sin 2m 	 (39b) 

and also that the bare mass of the fermion is zero. 

Let us assume that 

= (0L68 10) 	0 

Parity conservation requires that 

I 
(140) 

XP = °141o) = 0 



I ,  

Eqri. (40) 	inliea that the vacuum will not be an eigenetate of 

chirality: 

(o I 	 elax 	I o) 

where 	istheehirality operator within this field theory. 	If 

eO) 	= 	 . 

then 	. 	 • 

=X 	Cos 2a (ia) 

I 

if use is made of eqn 	(14) 	This contradiction ilies that 

eqn. (42) must be false, i.e, that the vacuum is not an elgenstate 

of chirality 	so that one cari.generatè any number of vacua 	by, 

xneans of the operator 	)( , 	rqn, (i,) 	will not be true in on 

arbitrary vacuum, which need not be an egenetate of parity, 

C oni de r the equa U one obeyed by S AP 

(0 	+ 	4(x)  

( Q 	+ p)4(x) 	= 	- G0 	(x) IT5  i(z) (1444 .L.) 

On taking vacuum expectation values we have that(Xe , X,, 	ar 

constants by translation invariance) S.  

jt 	 = 	+ IG 	Tv s(o)

2 
0'1P 	 +IG0 TriY5 s(o) 	. 	. 

The equation obeyed by 	p(x) 	i 
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ho 4i(x) 	+ G0  91(x) tSq(X) + 'Y5 4(x) 4(x) 	(4) 

Let us multiply on the right by 	(y) 	and take the V.E,V, of 

the time ordered product: 	in such terms as (0T((x)(y),6(x) o 

we agree to keep only the zeroth approximation, i.e. 

(o T( ( x)( y)fró( x) )t o) _- (OIT(*(X)T(Y))10) ( O 	(x) (0) 

Eqn. (L,) becomes 

11 
IY•O 	G0(xs + iY5?.p)1S;(xy) = o1(xy) 

where the 0-function cornea from the T operator and the canonical 

commutation relations. Therefore, in this approximation (eqn. 47) 

= 	 1 

- 	+ iT5X) 

Now eqn. 	) can be regarded as self-consistency equations 
I 

resulting from eqn, (i.&. 	In the approximation based on eqn. (41) 

these conditions have the form 

- 41G02Xs 	
d 4 	1 

) 	 - 
(O4) 2 	

2 ( 
2 

+ 
- 	

(  

2? 	
14jG2) pp 

2 	2 P 	
() 	 - 	(X2+ 	 (o t) 

The identity 



G0(X5+iY 5?j) 

-1O6- 

= 	ci1t:s 

G 	+ X) 

has been used, in writing down these equations, Letting 

both of these have the form 

8g1 	 I I = •—r j 'Pin, 
	

(5c) 

where in2 	= 	•G 2(A.2  +  

which Is just the ae1fconsistency condition, eon, 

The  form of the propagator above (eqn, (4)),  appears to 

break parity conservation This' is not so since the vacuurn'otate 

need no longer be an elgenetate of parity, 171riting eqn, (4q) 

as 

a scalar line of zero energy can be inserted by differentiation 
with respect to in or w,r.t, in1  in eqn (fl)), This is really 

it èpècial ease of a general result from the functional derivative 

approach (ref. 2, page 457); its simplicity in this context 
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results from the fact that X, X are constants, On the basis 

of this observation, we give a rather heuristic version of the 

argument given in ref. (2) to show that eqns, (1,.L) imply the 

existence of a zero mass pseudoscalar particle in the theory. 

Let the boson propagator have the form 

it 2 	__________________ 
L_ 	 ) 1  (  

2 	2 k 	. 	IC)0  i(  k 

where 	is the Irreducible part, which in lowest order would 

be given by a fermion bubble, with Y vertices if it Is pseudo 

scalar. In view of the above argument the equation 

= 	LrYS(0) 	 (.5) 

is reasonable. In this equation S,  (0) is of course the 

space propagator evaluated at the origin. In fact 

eqn (5(,) can be derived more rigorously, Comparison with equ. 

() 	gives that A'(k2  ) has a pole at k2= 0. 
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(1) Introductign  

Quarks are the hypothetical particles filling the basic 

representation of aU(3), i.e. they are su(3) basic spinors. 

Conventionally, they are denoted by 

q 	(t\ 	 (1) 

Quantum numbers of these particles are listed in Table (3) 

Baryon , number is ,assigned on the basis of the tact that three 

qua i?ks make up the baryons while quark anti-quark pairs make up 

the mesons, I and Y are fixed by the fact that we are dealing 

with a 	representations so that Q/e is fixed by the GellMann 

N iehijimarej'ation 

Q 	= 	 (2) 

Finally, strangene may be found from the equation 

= 	 (3) 

All - observed hath'ons are assumed to be bound states of these 

particles. Immediately, certain facts need explaining. Bound 

states must only be formed.jf the resulting particles have integer 
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charge and hpercharge. For example, let us consider all com-

binatione of two quarks 

6 + f 

No such states are observed. However, quarks and antI-quarks 

give us the mesons 

(5) 

We could explain this away by saying that in the first ease the 

effective potential is repulsive, while in the second case it is 

attractive just as for electrons and positrons. However, the 

situation is not that simple because three quarks bind. 

Furthermore, quarks have not been conclusively shown to 

exist yet. There could be many explanations for this (see for 

example ref. (149)). It may be that they have very high mass and 

so are lees lightly to be produced in scattering processes. 

Arguments of this sort set a lower limit of about 3 GeV. on the 

quark mass, This is usually taken to be the reason that they have 

not been observed, though another interesting speculation Is that 

just as phonons can only exist inside a crystal, so quarks have 

existence only within a hadron. This latter would explain the 

success of the model and the fact that free quarks have not been 

observed. 

It has been found that if one assumes that the quarks within 

a hadron move non-relativistically, many results of surprising 

accuracy may be derived. This is hard, at first sight to reconcile 

with the very high quark mass - that is, very high binding energies. 

On the other hand, if one argues from the uncertainty principle, 

N.R. motion would seem to require reasonably high quark mass, 
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because if the order of size of hadrons is taken to be 

feriii or 	-13  cm, then  

	

l0 3 .P 	h 

10 	me 	 (6a) 

so that 

	

P 	0%01 	100 iaev. 	 (6b) 

The condition for N.R. motion is 

	

P 	:< 	fllq 	 (7) 

so an Xflq  of at least 1 i3ev, is inuicated. Accepting that high 

quark mass is compatible with and even essential for N., ipotion, 

we ask what kind of inter quark potential causes the 

Consider each quark as moving in a static force field and let 

this field have either a vector or a scalar character, 

L 
 -*--a 

	

+ (mq - v)1 	= : 	q 	 (Ba) 

+ ml sCI = (+v)i0 q 	 (8b) 

e take V to be a constant over a finite region and zero else-

where. In the first case the quark has an effective mass of 

m 
	= m - V within the potential well. A natural choice for 

m  is 

	

(mqierr 
_% 	 aryon 

3 	 (9a) 

14()tJ Mev, 	 (9b) 

where m meson t  meson 1% ryon are the average meson and baryon masses 

(including only stable particles). This does not really satisfy 
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eqn, (7) so a vector inter-quark potential appears to be favoured, 

since a vector potential well will not affect the mass, only the 

energy scale. 

Unfortunately, other facts suggest that the main part of the 

potential should be scalar; the anomalous magnetic moment of the 

quark will be very large if this is not the case 

(9) au(6). athrcd4l 

Quarks must have half-integer spin. The simplest assumption 

is that their spin Is . If the inter-quark forces are spin 

Independent then 9,U(6) should be a physical symmetry group. 

The basic Su(6) spinor will be 

(10) 

where b is the 	quark with spin s 2 	, etc. The question 

arises of how to assign observed hadrone to higher representations 

We have 

where I is the scalar representation and U is the adjoint 

representation, an example of which is presented by the group 

generators. These can easily be seen to be: 

Gk = [Wa  X Gi b X  IN I X 6 	 12a) 

a,b = 	1, 29 .. 	 (12b) 
i,j = 1020. 
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By inspection, we can now write down the physical content of the 

= (, ) + (, ) + (I 	) 	 ( 13) 

in the notation 	(, .), 

n = dimension of  U(3)  representation 
(1)4) 

	

= 	dimension of .7"U(2) representation 

These correspond to the octet of vector mesons, the octet of 

pseudoacalar mesons and the vector singlet 6. The u(6) singlet 

is just the pseudoecalar singlet X. The quark content of the 

mesons is familiar (Table 	)). To obtain the correct spin we 

symmetrize with respect to spin indices for the vector particles 

and antiayinetrize for the pseudoacalar particles. For example 

	

i
= 	

fl+  

s =o)= 	+ t'_) + t_ +)I 	(15) 

The baryons will fall in one of the representations 

= 	 (16a) 

i.e. Q x 0 x 	= 	+ U[J + 2 __ 	 (16b) 

The completely symmetric representation is the 	Let us denote 

a tensor of this representation by Taj bjck where (a, b, c), 

(i, j, k) are the sU(3)  and 313(2) indices respectively, 	e can 

write It as followa5O) 
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Taibick = tj$k aSbO + 	[eijXk Cabd N40 + cyclic 	0-7) 
AT 

*ereik is an 3U(2) apinor, 	is the baryon octet, tijk 
is a ii 811(2) spinor corresponding to spin /21, tht1e d abo is the 

docuplet tensor. Pinally, 

fo 
I (18) 
-1 	0 i 

It is now obvious that the 811(3) x sU(2) content of this 

representation is 

16 	(80 2) + (10. 4) 	 (19) 

Of the three represontatIons occurring in (16a) this is the only 

one containing an octuplet of spin 3 and a deouplet of spin /2. 

So it may be taken to contain the baryons. Some examples of spin-

unitary spin wave-functions of baryone are (from eqjt, (17)): 

+ 	+ npp) 

(20a) 

t 	= 	2pn,,p1 + 2ppn,, + 2npp 
AT 

- 	 ++'- - p*,n+p+ 	n+p+ 

n+p+p - ppn) 	(20b) 
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We summarize examples of quark model predictions in this 

section. 

(a) MasaYoxxrnlae 

Some extraordinary relations between hadron massea.'cán be 

obtained under very simple assumptions, in the quark model. 

Let us assume that mass splitting between Isospin multiplets 

is due to áslgnifioant difference between the masses of 

and the mss of X vP  I.e. 	; 

tmp 	%.•='• 	 (21a) 

.'m 	I.+ A. : ..,. 	,•, 	. 

Electromagnetic effects are neglected, The binding energy is 

assumed to be the average value of the inter-quark potential, 

It is taken to be U(3) invariant, S 

mhadron = <H 	m 1 	v(s) IH> 	 (22) 

where n is the StT(3) representation containing the hadron H, 

while the m 	appearing, aze the maaes of the quarks contained 

in fl 	Applying eqn, (22) to the vector mesons we get49)   (using 

Table (Li.)) 

: 	
(V,) 	, 	 . 	(23a) 

M  K*= 	2m+ 	-B(v,). 

M. 	 2M -4 3  	•(23c) 

MAI 	2m+.2 	
(23d) 
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while 

amw8,6 	 Oh + rM - 2%7,14 IFO + in + Xx) 	 (2tia) 

- [;~- - ~2 (2m+2)1 F 
3 

(21b) 

- 	 F 	 2c 
3 

where F is an integral over the space parts of the 	wave- 

fmotion3. These equations are consistent with the results 

	

A 	115 Mu 	 (25a) 

P - 1 

	

tan V 	
2 	= 35° 	 (250) 

This value of tan 9 corresponds to "ideal nonet mixingv. It 

implies that the quark content of the physical w, .6 are given by 

= 	tn + 	 (26a) 

= 
- 	 (2Gb) 

Also the following sum rules are predicted: 

= 	 (27a) 

2m 	 (27b) 

These are well satisfied. The above results would not be greatly 

changed if masses were replaced by their squares. However, it 



appears that that the analysis will work for the pseudoscalar mesons 

only if (mass)2 .valués are used, then the mixing angle is pre 

dicted correctly to be 11
0 

A rather more complicated but similar formalism gives goad 

49) results for baryons,, Actually, even the above formalism gives, 

trivially, the equal spacing rule for the decuplet: 

ML 	M 

but it breaks, down if pushed further. 

• Higher 'resonances than those given. on table () are assumed 

to be bound states of quark3 in higher angular momentum states 

than L 0, or with higher valuesof the radialL quantum numbers. 

Because of the uncertainty in quantum numbera, watertight aasgn-

ments to representations can seldom be made. owever, there has 

been some progrese1 	PrincLples of operation Include sU(6) x R(3) 

mass forrm.ilae based on what types or inter-quark torcee are assumed 

to exist, and the notion of L-clusters or that resonance masses 

occur in distinguishable clusters and that these correspond to 

particular I, values, 

Next we th.acues quark model predictions concerning decay ,  

processes, Much of what follows is taken from ref, (51), ie start 

with weak decays, 

(b) Lak ec 

Let the weak Hamiltonian have the form . • • • 

weak= 4 3(x) J(x) • 	 (29a) 

where 	• •. 	 •• •. 	• 	 ••• 



3(x) hadzon 	+ 	3leptofl 	
. (29b) 

the hadron part being given by 	. 	 . 

3hadron + (30) 

where 	1(x) are the quark fields and 	V, A 	are matrices acting. 

on the 	tJ(3): indices of the form 

V., /0 	0os 1 	sine\ 	. 

. 
. 

0 	0 	10 	
. 

(31a) 

:0• 	Q . 

A 0 	Cos 

0 	. 	 ••• 	
I. . 	

. 

0 	.0 	•. 	0 • 	/ 

Finally, G' 	is the quark weak conpling constant while 

CL 

0' 
 

The part of 	 relevant to 	3 docay,  is weak 

P-decay=  
weak F

' 	 x(iy . CLYY 5A)t q( X) q( 
x

x(x)T(1+ 5)'I(x)  

If the quark fields can be treated nonrelativistioally then it 

should be sufficient to use 

3deøay 
0' 	 .. 	 . 

	

$c(x)V * (x) 	(x) 
. 	. weak q . 	 . 41 

0' 
+ 	A 	(46 -At (x) 	(x) 	(i+j.,(z) (34) 
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Let us apply this to the usual s-decay process P Ne 

If all form-factor momentum dependence is negligible then we can 

ignore all quark wave-functions and consider merely the spin—

unitary spin rarts. .he vector trr:n is easy. Its hadron part 

is given by 

M vecti 
= Gt 	

V IN> 	 (35) 

where V1  in the matrix given by (31a) 9  acting on the 1th quark 

in N • Now 

vi tn'> = Con 4V  JP> 	 (36) 

So 

M vector -Coa v  

The axial hadron part will have the form 

= (I' I 1 A IN)  - - axial 

By taking the 	z direction and using the wave-functions for 

, I N> 	it is easy to show that 

Kt 	A IN = 	Con 4.A. N)  

where 	is the hadron spin operators  Comparison with the usual 

results give4 the connection between the conventional weak coupling 

constants and the quark ones: 

= 	Gv 	 4c) a) 

I G 	= 0.7 G 	 (ob) 



Various other processes such as K' 	
o.

can easily 

be calculated using this quark hantiltonian (eqn, 34),. The results 

are good 	.. 	. 

Consider decays of the type 

-b I.L' 	 (141a) 

KAV . . 	. 	. 	 . 	(Llb) 

These involve quark-antiquark annihilation as in.hg, (l) 

The problem is how to treat this meson annihilation within 

. the framework of a non-relativistic quark model,. Actually, it is 

trivial within a relativistic framework, as will be seen in 

Chapter 7, Let d(o) be the annihilation operator of thimeaon 

at rest, In terms of constituent quarks. 	. . . 

• 	. 	a(o) 	= 	d3P f() S 	a,;re *( P.  

where f(p) S 	is the momentum space wave-funottoT1 of the bound 
state, 	being the spin part (In this exzmple, S re  will be 
just unity),' The quark motion is taken to be non-relativistic 

so we approximate 

	

'i a(o) 	 (43a) 

	

br(?) 	b(0) 	 (43b) 

No 	 is just (o) where *() is the configuration 

space wave-function,, It follows that d(0) can be written as the 

annthiIatIo of two free quarks of zero momentum, in a certain 

spin state multiplied by 	 For apinleas masons the quark 

spin state will of course be zero and the quark annihilation will 

give just a factor unity, So the meson annihilation contributes  
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just a factor .(o). and cos 	or Sin 9A depending whether 

it is it or X.  

The widths of the two decays (eqn (141)) can be shown by 

standard means to have the form 

= 	((0) 	Gos2  G2 2  (i 	

m2 	

(1414a) 

V 	= 	(o)J 2 cj2 G'2  rn 2( i - 1)2  

Experimentally, these are given by 

Xt f*1lQW5 that 

0 	 MK 
= 	 (146a) 

(14 6b) 

to a very good approximation So the wave unctiortdepend on the 

masses and cannot be expected to be StJ(3) invariant to any 

spectacular extent. .7,,qn. (146a) is an expression of the Van- 

Ro'ex Wsisskopf iara.ox 	and is true. for vector meson w4ye- % 

functions also, 	occupying. the same privileged position. An 

alternative way,  of coming to cqz. (146) is to notice that 
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• = 	 ()ç 
t A 

)• 	t (47b) 

since they play precisely the role of the decay aplttuâeaEqnQ 

(46) is an immediate cnoequenoe:  of the experimental tact (proved 

of course by exactly the above procedure prior to eqn. (46)) 

that ç = 	 m%, 	and of eqns (L.o), 

(.c) 	LagneticMorner 

It is a simple consequence. of 	SU( 3) that the quark magnetic 

moment is proportional to its charge. Therefore 

=WAa 	6 (L8) 

The constant 	p 	will emerge as a universal constant of nature 

occurring in many processes involving hadrons. 	For exuriple, if 

the 	baryon wave-functions are used it is straightforward to 

show that 

= 	
t 	Mq1  Li 	s. 	= 4) 	(49a) 

= (49b) 

while. . 	 • 

4 	:• (49c). 

• = 	• (49d) 

The famous stJ( 6) result 	• 

2 	• 	• (50) 
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follows Immediately.. 

For the decuplet, it is easy to show for example that 

3t - 	 2 (51) 

or more generally 

where 	is the charge of the particle in question, 

Lastly we mention an example involving mesons, It is easily 

shown that 

= (53) 

for the thres 	p. •rneons. 

What about the. anomalous magnetic moment of the quark? 	We 

write the total magnetic moment as 

M. 	= (5) 

=(5Lb) 

Comparing with eqn, (8) and using eqn, (49b) we have that 

2m. 	• 	'm 
g"P 	e = 	2.79 (55) 

This will be large if the quark mass is assumed to be, say, 

of the order of 3,5 GeV, implying ,a large quark anomalous magnetic 

moment 	This is not so good because in Chapter 7 the approach that 

we shall adopt is to take quarks as elementary, With no anomalous 

magnetic moment. 	Such an assumption is simple and convenient, 



Can It be reconciled with eqn,(47)? Well if we had ascalar. 

inter-quark potential ( eqn. (8a)) the effective mass could be 

much smaller than the actual free mass. This effective mass 

would determine the magnetic moment. So g need not be large 

in such a theory 

(d) 

We consider a few examples of how N1 ,MG decays may be treated 

in the nenrelativ1tjc quark model, 

We first treat the decays of the vector meons into scalar 

mesons + photon typified by w 	 These can be regarded 

aquark spin flip-so  determined by the hamiltotan 

0-1 
where !() • is thmagnetic field, Taking it to 

be . free, It • has the form • 	• • 	. • •• 	• 	• 

• 	,• 	 • - o. 	 1k • • 	• 	j3() •. 	(k X s) 0 	• 	• 	• • 	: 	• 



Similarly 

(0t}hI)( 	.ti)) 	( 	i(rir  

If we square and sum these, three, also summing over polarizations, 

the result is 

.=  

Integrating over 	phase space, we get. 

r4 	 2 
 

k 	 =  
2m 

- (Gb) 

The factor 	k, mw 
	should be almost unity in a non.relativistio 

caboulation. 	however, it is not, in this problems  If one uses a 

relativistic phenomenological Lagrangian to do. the same calculation 

it does not occur. 	So, though it is not nearly unity, it is 

generally ignored, 	This is one of the anomalies resulting from 

treating relativistic particles as being made up of nonrelativistic 

quarks. 	Anyhow, without this factor, the result is very good; 

1.17 Mev,  

rexp = 	162 Mev,  

As a final example, we discuss the decays 	, 	.° 

These are supposed to take place through the mechanism shown in 

Pig, ii. 



The first vertex is the quark spin-flip type, while the 

second is a decay similar to the 	&v decays; both of these 

have already been discussed. The vertex 	—a VY is given by 

K7°Ili VjY> = + 	 ( 63) 

where I is the spin Index of the vector meson, while 	is 

times a numerical factor dependent on V. The Vqq vertex and 

the Quark annihilation vertex will both contribute a 6 to take 

account of the spin of V and Y. Therefore, remembering the 

discussion around eqns. (42), (43) the second vertex will give 

I c) 	0 (0) Ti' (6 63)e23 	...' 	6kek 	(64a) 

1V °) £21 	&k Te 	
V(64b) 

where k runs over the quark-antiquark pairs contained in V. e 

giving the charge and. ak giving the numerical factor (Clebech.. 

Gordan coefficient) attached to the kth pal' 

The vector mesons which may occur in this process are 

W. Now 

I P0) 	= 	I t - n > 	. 	 (65) 

Therefore 

el  a j 	, 	= 	 * 	 (66) 

Similarly, for w, this parameter is 	if ideal nonet 
mixing is assumed. The vector meson propagator can easily be shown 

to be •  So, In all, the matrix element is 



	

A I4i5JAre[Fp(0) + 	
kl(e (65a) M V1 

with 

	

Lpit 	= 	 65b) 

	

65c) wc 	 (65) 

squaring, summing over,  polarizations and integrating over phase 

space, we get that 

	

= 	p(o WO 2Y 	
CA)2 2 

where we have used, the tact that rn - mp.  and 	= 	In view 

of eqn (46a) it is natural to aastme that 	o)  

fact comparison with expe.ment shows thgt if we do this, then 

= 	obeys eq (146a) with 	 replacing xn 

(e) 	 tiit 	 jton 

If it is assumed that hadron scattering my be described by 

the scattering of individual quarks,, and that these quarksact 

like free partioles then a whole host of predictions ern be made, 

many of them surprisingly accurate, The cleanest predictions are 

those giving sum rules; true for total cross-sections. We sunrize 

the derivation of such sum rules, taking one special example as 

typical, 

It is necessary here only to assume addit±vity for forward 

scattering. Consider the PP forward scattering ampl1tude which 
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we denote by 	<PP % PP> , 	or more concisely, by (PP) 

(P = 	proton; 	p = 	first quark) 

(pp) 	= ((ppn)(ppn) t(ppn)(ppn)) 

= 	11. 	+ 	Li. (npnp) + <nnjnn) 	(67) 

or concisely 

(Pi) 	= 	Li. (pp) 	+ Li. (np) + (nn) 	 (68) 

Similarly 

(NP) 	= 	2(pp) + 5(np) + 2(nn) 	 (69) 

3o 	(PP)-(NP) = 	2(pp) - (np) - (nn) . 	 (70) 

In a completely similar fashion one can show that 

(KP) - (KN) 	 (pp) - (pn) + (rp) - (rn) 	(71) 

We wish to show that these two differences are equal. It is 

necessary to express the right hand side of both these equations 

in terms of sU(3) invariant amplitudes. Clebach-Gordan coefficients 

for 	x and 	x f 	are required for this purpose. These 

can easily be derived for 	I x 	. 	They are trivial for x 

Assuming them to be known, then it is iinediate that 

tPP) 
I 	2 
L1' • j (72) 

in the notation 	I 	, Y, n> where 	n 	is the 3U(3) representation, 

Also 

hip) 	= *to, , 	> 	+ 	log 	, 3')  

Inn) 	= _l,%6) .  
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sU( 3) symmetry  of the S-matrix tells us that 

(PP) (N) = 1<6 t 6> 	<3t 3\ .. 	(Th) 

Similarly 

• 	 () - () 	= 	(6t 6) 	3'3) 

So the prediction is that for forward scattering,, and theretore 

or total cross-sections because of the optical theorem: 

(pp) - (NP) 	= (xp) - (KN) • 	 (76) 

Many such relations can be derived. For example, the "good" 

3ohnson'ireIrnan relation 

- (K P) 	 (K X) 	(77) 

can be derived by the above method.. IV is testable against ex-

periment at present. The agreement Is good, The various 

assumptions 'under which these relations and others may be 

derived are discussed In ref (54), 
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In this chapter we derive an expression for the scattering of 

a zero energy photon oft a meson. To do this we use techniques 

which can be applied to the more general problem of low energy 

theorems, i.e, the derivation of an expression for the Compton 

scattering amplitude, correct up to terms linear in the photon 

We will not require such an expression except in 

the limit of zero energy.. 

[€_ 

Consider the scattering problem 

a+4r 
	

(1) 

where a is any particle. If the two photons are taken off the 

mass-shell, the expression for the 8-matrix 1940) 

l fd11z AV 5t(c'*' k,z) 

~O,JT(SIAJx cVj(x )) + ô(xx) e'J,(x). £1O0A,(x)\ laP1) 

(2a) 

+ Co tt v 
IA' 	 (2b) 

where J(x) is the em. current of the particle a, while 

ego ell are the initial and final polarizations of the photon. 

Now, gauge invariance requires that Sfi be invariant under 

the replacements 

CIA 	
6 
9 + 

IL 	 (3*) 

go 	 So 
__ 	 + 	 (3b) 
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where , ' are arbitrary scalars. As a consequence, 'we must have 

= T v kv  0 
	

(14) 

Consider for a moment the equal time commutator in eqn. (2a),, 

In a covariant quantization procedure, à& is the canonical 

momentum. Now using the canonical EoToCosep (true even for 

Heisenberg operators) we see that in almost any conceivable model 

lagrangión, this term will have the form 

6(x0-x01) 1$L  (x'), 	(x ) 	= 	ô14(x..z' ) 0(x )g 	(5) 

where 0(x) is some local operator, We assume this to be the case. 

we then find of course that eqn. (4) Provides a lot of information 

about the matrix elements of 0(x) provided we know the first term 

or eqn. (2). In passing, we remark that the second term cones-

ponds to the seagull" diagrams, well known in perturbation theory, 

and also in the context of Current Algebras,. 

We now attack the first term of eqn. (5) P01' zero energy 

scattering we need only consider intermediate states consisting 

of to particle, a, being scattered. So, denoting this term by 

TM we have AV 

_ 	J(2%)4  ô(k + 	- k' - P) AV 

((aP71J(0) 1P Wk. 	% aP j') ' E(Pi+k)(k + E(?j ) - (k + 
) 	)  I  

kaFf.___MI ________ 	 (Es) 

	

E(P- k')(E(P) - k' 	E(P. k')) 
I 



where 	E(P) 	 + a2 	 (6b) 

while Ic, kt are the energies of the initial and final photons. 

The states I P) , 	 are real, on mesa. eieU states with 

	

= 	(E(Pi+k). Vi + r) 
	

(Ia) 

PA 	 (B Ork — 	 (7b) 

The matrix element 	3. J(o) 1'2) has the form( Vse qpt\%S 

2 
< 

	

1 I r(0)1 2) = 	I 	
11 	

(8a) 

I 

One can then see that this term T ) can in fact be gauged awar, 

by choosing el , s to be purely space-like in the rest frame of 
11 	It 

the target particle for e*amp3.e. However, we still need this term 
to find the seagull term. Using equ. (4) and. M' (8b), we haa 

approximately (denote the seagull term by 
AV 

= (2*) 64(k + 	
s 	- 	e2 g, JAV 	 MW 

.1. 

1..(P_1.+k)(k,j+ 
I 

-

(P+P).k'(P+P).k 

k.k' 	1(P1) — E(P+k)) 

!!ePI)
*k(=")~ ,k# 

+ (9) 
— k' - E(j)) 

If this expression is rationalized and use is made of the equation 

k.k' = ?t.(k' Ic) 
	

(10) 

we see that for zero energy photons 
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= 	- 2i e2 g., o (L) (k + Pi  - Ic' • P)gV 
	

(U) 

So, in the appropriate gauge, the zero energy Compton scatters. 

tug amplitude is given by 

P 	 21e2  too t 	 (12) 

Since all gauges are the same in this limit, this result is 

true, no matter which gauge we start f rom,-before taking the limit. 

Eqi. (12) can be derived by an alternative, shorter method. 

Using the fact that to insert a zero energy photon line into a 

propagator, one 4ust differentiates with respect to the momentum 

(ref* (3) pp. 6289  639 or ref. (2) for the general functional 

derivative approach, using external sources), we have that the 

oft shell Compton scattering kernel is dust 

t1() 	 (13a) 

ç(P,P) (P) V(po p) t() 

	

+ (fle- y) + t(p) 	f' (P,P)A,(P) 	 (13b) 

where the usual ward Identity has been used: 

i;() ç(P,P)C;() = - 	((p) 	 (14) 

It we agree to choose a gauge where a is orthogonal to 
pw 

before taking the limit k - 0 then the first two terms will not 

contribute* The last term, without the external propagators, can be 

rewritten as 
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ma, WN 1(p) (1a) 

ap 

 

The onu part of this that will 'survive is the term.: 

so 

IrAv = 	- 2%2 c 	A 	(a)  

21e2 ' 	€  

In agreement with equ, (12). 
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C}1ATER_ 

Gudehus35)   has pit forward a relativistic quark model, which 

consists basically of making a guess at the general form of the 

ethe-Saipeter wave function describing the bound. state sytem 

In this chapter we discuss his approach, hwking, Certain basic 

chngea which however do not improve final physical results. 

(1) 	Genpli o 	tcje 	&, 	uae  

We define the pseudoscalar meson amplitude by 

Pao= (o( T(ip()
CL 2 	2, 1 

 

where 	1PM) 	Is the meson state, 	P 	being the four momentum of 

that state, while (x) 	is the quark field. 	Lot be 

the 	ouxier Transform of 	X(x). 	Since 	1PM> 	is an elgenatate 

of parity with eigenvaluo (.L) it follows that (eg. ref. 37) 

= T:(Q)Y0   

where (p0,  

=  

The chazge. conjugation operator is defined by 

9M, (3) 

where 	M 	Is the antiparticle of 	L• If ,this Is inserted In the 

usual way into eqn. (1) 	it will be seen that 
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= 	- i c, <o%r 	 ) lE'c; 	(4a) 

7)0[c 	t)(_) C-11 't1, (14b) 

and X(q) = 	i cX ) (-q) C 	 (ho) 

where C is defined by 

and has the property 

CY J cf•1 	= 	- 	 (5b) 

Let us now assume that= 	or that the spin 

space part of the wave functions are the same for meson and anti-

meson; more generally, we assume this to be the case for isotopic 

nnzlttplets and later, in a weaker sense for SUM aultiplets. As 

a corollary of this 1) will be (+1) since this to the case for 

the *0 wave function. Of course we have left out the SUM 

Indices on these wave funattona* in tact, each meson will have 

its own SUM matrix mui tiplying which will vary under 90 
eta, For example, in the case of *+ this matrix will be 

T ( 
+ 

= /0 1 
(0 	0 	 (6) 

o oJ 

Given this hypothesis, eqns, (4b), (2) tell us that the most 

general form of X 	is 

X('). q Y5 + XA 2) • y 

+ 	1*. 	+ 	i'r5 	 (7) 



where the X 'a are functions of q2, q.P, X.j2), 'vs, 'x 
being even in q.r whi1ej1)  is odd in q,P 7e are interested 

only in ground-states 50 there is no occasion to introduce 

spherical harmonics as in Chapter 3. 
eduction implies the following relation 35) 

'X(x)= -L 	dy e(0(T(*((-)#y)lo> 	(8) 

where ó (y) is the conjugate of the meson interpolating field, 

similarly, if we define the outgoing field 
:k  (x) (c.f. chapterl, 

Section (i)) by 

((x) = (P, M1T(4c(')(_)) (0)  

then 

= - dy 	(01 T(()( 	)#() to)  

Now, we have that 

ts (M)x = (x) (ii) 
So 

X(x) = X(x)  
-p 

= X._(x)  

according to our assumption. This relation, in momentum space 

gives us the form of 

Ix   = 	 •; 	+ I PI 15 

(lti) 



hat about TOP invariance? Let ,6M(x) behave under TOP 

as 

TOP (x)(TcP) 1 	= 	+ 6 (-x) 	 (15) 

i1hen from eqn. (8), we have that 

X(q) 	Y5'X (—q)15 	 (16) 

(again going into momentum space). 	qns, (ia), (16) give the 

relation 

(17) 

which is automatically satisfied by our form or$M) (eqn. (7)). 

Gudehus35) , assumes that 'X P (q) has the simple form, for 

pseudoscalar mesons 

= -Lt~ 	M)j(a) 	 (18) 
V2 F. 

where U is the mass of the meson and X (q.) is the same for the 

whole octet, being of ouree independent of P. ;e will make a 

similar assumption since the resultant simplification of calcula—

tions is enormous. However, we will not be so restrictive. :e 

take 	'X. ( q) = 	Y 5( WP + ) 'X c) 	 (19) 

where ?, i. are some constants, their value to be decided upon. 

More general forms than this can certainly be used, at the cost of 

increasing the number of unknown parameters and of greatly increasing 

the calculationa]. labour. 
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(2) 1orm-actore 

It was proved in (hspter (1), :ection (6) that the matrix 

elements of the current between composite particle states is given 

to lowest order by the diagrams shown in iig. 1. The current in 

question is the current of the constituent elementary particles 

and the physical content of the approximation implicit in Pig. I 

is that the matrix element of the total crrent is the eimi of 

the matrix elements of the currents of the basic particles. This 

is a kind of additivity assumption. 

Using the correspondence 

(20) 

the contributings from the diagrams of rig. I can be written down 

(b%JIa) = e 	Tr( 	(P1,q)s(q+ 	)X(p2 ,q + 

	

+ - 	P2  q 

+ e2 	Tr ((P1,q) (q4,  q 	+p2) 

p..p 
q+ 2 	

2)  0,9-1(q 
- -P—1 	(21) 

re use full propagators etc., for the moment, 

rssuming that quark current is conserved, it follows from the 

generalized ;ard-Takahashi identity proved in Chapter 1, iection (7), 

that composite particle current will also be conserved. A question 

arises whether this is true in the approxition just stated; that 

is, does the equation 

(r1 	F(bt J11 I 	= 	0 	 (22) 



V5 I 

- 
P t  

hq  

- 
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hold? \Lse of the usual Yard-Takahashi icintity gives that 

49 	 it 	P (p1_p2)P bt3Ia) = 	F r) Tr((P1,q)s 	(q+ -) 

X(P2,q 2 12 '.-l' 	 -1' 
+ 	(ci+- 	2  —)—s 	--t)) 

+ similar second term, 

(23) 

Use of the B.c. equations 

-1 +V ((P,q)CP  (ci - ) 	 ( 24a) l

(q- )(p,q)s -1 ('a + ) = f 
d'a' 	'q')(p,q',q) (24b) 

K(P,q,q') being the sum of all irreducible diagrams, gives that 

current will be conserved if 

p-p 	 p-p 
- 	2 2) 
	K(P2,q + 12 2, 	• 	 (25) 

This would be so if, for example, 

K(P,q,ci') 	 = K(q ci') ) 	 ( 26a) 

= (q-q" ) 	 (26b) 

which is very stringent, In a scalar exchange theory, it would be 

true in the ladder approximation. 

However, we continue to wort in this approximation and to 

carry out practical calculations, replacing, of course Sf, and 

by their lowest order forms 

-1 	 11 (p) 	 = 	(4! - ni) 	 (27a) 

r(j 0  P 2) 	 Y• 	 (27b) 
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Using equ (19), the matrix element <bj jl
~l

'a) takes 

the form 

<b 	a) 	___ 	 ' 

[e1 (2'+p)T(Y.(q+ - 

) (e P 	 (XyI+j)( 	• j 

(28a) 

where 	- 	 l
0. P 2' 

35) 

	

Gudehus 	by neglecting all terms pvoportional to 	in 

the above Integral was i: to a coriserva ron for the matrix 

element* , This asuption, whiob amounts to saying that in is 

exy large ±ndeed., t perhaps a little difficult toaccept, for 

the following reason: le 

X+ §)d4 	
(29a) 

f 

r)((q) 	
e(q 

x(Q2) 	 (q) X ( + )dct 	 (29b) 

Then the assumption amounts to saying 

	

<S 	
(30) 

Make a trandformation ot variables 	= 	+ d4 Then 

	

= 	f 
dq' j( q' d) 	( q' - d + 	+ 	( Q) 	(31) 

In principle the second term could become large, thioh inles 

that the first texn also would have to increase linearly with d,.. 
at large 

. 	
This behaviour would be. surprising if it existed. 



Of course as was mentioned above, if one makes m effectively 

infinite, no problem arises,  

The following alternative procedure has perhaps certain 

advantages over makin such an assumption,: (mx) defined by 

eqn (29a) mist have the. form 	. 

. 	. 	. 	(32) 

Using eqn. (19), the first term of eqj. (23a). becomes 

+4e1 Q( 2  7 2M2 X(Q2) + y( Q2)) 

	

+ x(Q2)p [àPJL 	 (33) 

The second term P2  will be the same with e1  - (..e2) Got . 

this matrix element has the form associated with a conserved. 

current if either 	• . . . 	. . 	. 	. 
21 

(3Li.a) 

It would therefore be of practical advantage it (34a) were 

not true so that (34b) would. necessarily be true; we would then 

have a prescription for evaluating terms proportional to 	in our 

matrix. elements, 13Ither way., the form-factor will be given by 

j 	.. 	. 

8o, for instance, letting X 	 .VS  (eqn, (18)) we 
sM 

have agreement with ref, (35)., 
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Lim
+ (36) 

provided we neglect 	• 	Alternatively we could take 

(37a) 

+ = 

or more generally 

= 	0 (37c) 

n which case (eqn(37e)) 

t 4% %m-1 ç dq(q) 	(q + (38a) 

or 	(eqris (37a), (37b) 

= 	t Lzi ç dcij(q) 	+ (38b) 

The ansatz characterjed by eqn 	(370) appears more natural 

than that aharaoterized by eq, (34).  ox' eqn, (18) since, at no 

stage does one use the fact that the quark mass 	m 	is large and 

also, 	P(c 2) will b 	real ii 	)L(q) 	is re 	Note that if we 

want 	(o2 ) to te, independent of the meson mass, i.e, SU(3)  in. 
variant to a good approximation, then the particular case of 

eqn 	(37c) given by eqns, (37a), (37b) must be taken. 	This fact 

e very relevant to the next section, 



(3) 	pio 	d Na2.n. Decay. 4litu1eM 

The decays 

(39) 
—3 RV 

.rk 
were discussed within a N.R. fx'ameUn Chapter (5), Section (' ). 

We now discuss them relativistically. Consider the weU4nown 

equations 

<0 1 A(0) It) = p ç 

(0tA1(0) 1K) = 
	

(140b) 

fit = fy, 	 (400 

where the Cabibbo angle is excluded. The simplest graph des-

orbing these processes is shown in Fig. (2). 

The contribution from this graph is easily found to be 

(01A(0)1M) = 	dTrYY5X(p,q) 	 (41a) 

t7 	(q)dq 	 (Llb) 

in our model. Now for this to be consistent with eqns. (Leo) we 

must have ?.it  = W. or that X must be the 'same for all members 

of the octet (since this iast be true for seven of the eight0  it 

would be surprising if it were not also true for the eighth.) 

However this is not in agreement with a result from the previous 

section, namely that the values of ?. ; 	given by eqns. (37a), 

(37b) are the most natural, This contradiction goes quite deep. 



It certainly shatters the nice conclusions of the last chapter, *  

In effect it means that we can take X = 1. But this implies 

(eqn. (38a)) that the' form-factor will be proportional to the: 

meson mass, if.eqn, (370 is assumed. There is only one, not 

very appealing way out of the dilerntha, We can take X and 

to be si( 3) eynaetric • The form-factor will also be sU( 3) 

symmetric, provided that the term proportional to M' is negligible 

compared with the others. This_* of course, is invoking large quark 

mass. 

QMDU 

The object of this section is to calculate compton scattering 

upUtudes in our composite model, and, see how predictions compare 

with those derived in Chapter 6,. 

Lowest order oontributions to cl, bmpton Scattering are shown 

in rig, (3) 

Diagram (.B) ., Figs (g)is the - one. corresponding to the seagull 

type diagram. It is the only one at this order that cannot be 

gauged away, It contributes the following xressiou (for a 

Seagull 	Oen fuø'X.(ci) 'X.(q. + 

Tr( Wrl + )e1(X?2 

N1  

+ 	'Q2 
fl 	 (L2) 

where (c1, Q) are, the polarizations and momenta of the photons. 

Use oteqa, (35) gives that 



~

-  -Lq il -1.) - 

, 
4. 

I 

10, I, 

p 
44 

 



where (a) is the em. tormfaotor of the scattered particle, 

at zero momentum. transfer., It is of course, just unity, To get'  

any kind of agreement with 'the results of Charter 6 (we do not 

expect precise agreexient, though this is just what one gets from 

ordinary lowest order perturbation theory), it is neeeesary that: 

JL+ 	+' %PM 

If X, p. obey eqn (34a) this certainly will not be the case, 

In tact the numerator will be zero. If they obey eqn. (370). then 
the left hand side will be of order 	which according,  to the 
usual philosophy is generally not of order unity. 

According to results In the last sections, we should take 

A. to be 3U(3) eynetric, 

Let us take 

p. 	 (L5a) 

(45b) 

m being as usua it  the average quark mass, taken to be very large, 

It is easy to check that eqn, (44) is satisfied, Taking p. pure 

imaginary is necessary for agreement with eqn (6, 16), This 

vindicates, elightly,our choice of the lt'adjoint (in the Dirac 

sense) operators (Y p.0  X50  1Y5) in our ansatz (eqn, (37) rather than 
eqn, 



(14) 	Calculation of IC -. 

Using general X, 	for the moment, assuming nothing about 

them, (su(3) symmetry etc.) we carry through the calculation of 

the decay rate K -e 2, following, broadly the method of 

Gdohu. 	but with the basic modification characterized by 

eqa. (34b). we let the symbol M stand for the mass of the 

meson in question as well as meaning the meson itself; this 

has been done above anyway, 

The B.S. wave-function will have the form 

q) - (M) ( (U) +(M)) (q.) 	 (146) 

where T(M)  is a 3 x 3 3U(3) matrix corresponding to the 

given meson (c.f. eqp. (6)). 

0 
0 "1 o) 	 (47a) 

0 0) 

* 	0 0 0 
IC 	

(147b) 
a a 

Tr 	 (1470) 

T 	- 	.lIII(0. 0  0 0 

IC0 	 0 	0 	 (147d) 

'.l 	oJ 

we use the weak quark Hamiltonian (chapter 50, section (i)) 

Hweak 	= 	 ( L 	
(Li.8a) 
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where *(x) is the quark wave-function,, and 

= 	 u.Y(A 	 (48b) 

	

V, A = /.0 	C059V,A 

	

(0 	0 	0 
0 	0 	 i.8c) 

=YO 	Y 	 (Lt8ã) 

In :eqn. 48d) the hermitan conjugate operation refers to both 

spin and s3(3) indices. 

Finally 

G1 a. = A,0, 	
0.7 (Z49) 

We have left the possibility open that 	A' 
	con— 

trast to the usual statement of universality. In this model, it 

is found that the t I 	decay, namely 	_ + O is 

proportional to Sin(e. e) so that OV  A &A  could be regarded 

as an explanation of why that decay is not forbidden, but very 

small take 	S.  to be snIl) compared with the AI = 
decays. after all, Univrality would not be great3r offended 

if one regarded the difference 
4V -  A as a renorm1ization 

effect,#  de to non-conservation at the aial vector current. 

Now, on to the actual calculation, The basic aasumpticn is 

that all strong interaction effects are contained in the un-

specified B.S wave-fmotjon, The weak heiniltonjart (en. 48a) 
is.  treated as a perturbation on the bound states. To lowest 

order in G. the decay goes through diagrams of the type shown 



ift pjg, (4); actually, one is neglecting a laxge olaBs of 

diagrams here which would Involve knowledge of the strong inter-.,  

actions (ca r, Chapter Is Section (6)) 

The total decay amplitude is the stun 	jjkj of all per. 

mtations of 123• In order not to cloud up the comparatively 

high symmetry of the set-Up, we agree to regard all particles 

as outgoing and we agree not to specify which number is associated 

with which meson, until the very end. 

The matrix deseribing the weak vertex is 

ABICD 	 rIX D , + r 	r412 	AB  

+ 	 + r A 	 _r~o) 

where 	include both the ' spin and the unitary spin 

indices,. Note that the signs In eqxt, (50) are not in agreement 

with eqn (Li.,l), In choosing this form, e.are following 

Gudei 6 4 It means that we do riot change: sian when-interchanging 

the order of quark fields Inside a time-bordered product, thereby 

breaking the spin-statistics connection It is well known that the 

assignment of the low-lying barVP!to the su(6) 	represonta- 

tionfor,es one to conclude that quarks obey parastatiatics, It 

is an interesting tact that by choosing eqn, (50) as our fou 

quark vertex we get the 	-, 	 decay proportional to 

- 	) while Ifwo used eji. (I4) this would not be the 

case, so from a very unexpected source, we have weak, roundabout 

evidence that quarks have peouliar statistics. 

The first diagram in rig. (4.) contributes the form'  
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D1 = 

Y"  202+t12) 

dQ'V(q) y5(X11+ 1)T1(y.(q.i.. )..m) 
(27c) 

P +p 
2 	21 AB q DE 

+ 	(')T3} 
	

(5') 

The other 18 got by interchanging P1, P2. One then has 

fur more got by permuting (1,2,3). A very long but straight-

forward calculation gives for the total amplitude (leaving out the 

integrals over 

M = {"12'3 ['~VP3 - P
2 
1  p.p] + 

- 1X2p20p3) 
+ '-PP2(Pl_P2)-P3j.  

- 	Tr1TiIT2'V Tr AT3 + 2a Tr TAT1,T2 V 

+ 2a Ti' T3VT 1Tl,T2 A + (AT4_ A, v. v 

+ t3(A21p 
+ i.L 2?,1P - 

- tern XlXPl.P211Tr TyT kT ,T 21 
A 

- Ti' T3AT j1 T27 V + (V 14vT9 A *4 AT) 

+ cyclic permutations of 1, 2, 3. 

AT is of course, the transpose of A. etc. The integrals over the 

B.3, wave-functions aiut now be considered. 17qns. (35), (teib) enable 
us to write these as 



- IF((;-.2 	 . - _ 
- 	M. Lj 	

Xj.Ljm1 4)' 

(53) (53) 

where the labels 1, j should be able to vary over the octet. The 

condition that it does not matter which one we choose is, of course, 

very strong; as we have seen, it iieans that A, p. must be the 

same for every member of the octet. 

We now write down the rates for individual decays, 

Let N a1.X1A2A3(M1CM,:\ + 

- 406 	 2)- - 	 p.1p.21 	 2 2X 3(M - M) 	(514a) 

R 	= 	2L1[2 AM7K 	71  + 	- 	'3p.2 + 	2?31 	(b) 

M ç  
= 24(1AM% + 1211¼) + T 	+ 	+ l4nA.1X 2Y) (5140) 

Also, let the expression on the right of eqn. (53) be. represented 

by 

Then 

- 	- - p(M) i! 3in(ev 4A)(N+s) 	(55a) 
T2 

a,  
- 	.mA [ ( M) 2 4

11 
	s in( e. 	&A )N  

+ 2 12 31n(.41 )(p(M)N - p(M)R) (55b) 
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ko_ j. TiC) 	 &c.P(M)2 	bin( 	+ 

(p(M)S+p(M)R) 2 2 3 in(&v - OA)'i 	(550) 

These obey the relation 

+O) 	 I ] .I4 i '+ () 	T(K2 0_) ,Z O tO 
) 	( 56) 

but this is not surprising since this is a well-known consequence 

of assuming a current-current form for the weak Hamiltonian It 

is derived in Appendix (9), Furthermore, as was mentioned and 

discussed above, the Al = /2 decay rate lo manifestly pro- 

portional to 	eA. 

Let us put 	 and use the values of X, 	given by 

eqn. (45), these being the only consL.tent possibilities, according 

to the above arguments. The two A.I = + amplitudes then reduce 

to, approximately p(M) '- 	nfic/16)l 

M 	- .4 2 'IV [MIX 	K 

which is q uite different from the expression in ref. (36). 

Putting in numbers; 

0.7 	 (58a) 

G 	= 	1.02 x 10'5 M  2 	 (58b) 
proton 

and 	Sin 4V =. 	 (59a) 

c 

* 	We put F(M ) 1-.1F(o) 	 1 



we get 

(GeV) 2 	 (60) 

Phase Space Is given b 
12 

.2 
P.S. 	= 	 (.61a) 

= 	3.35 x1O 2  GV 

so the decay rate Is prediøted. to be 

r 	- lo (GeV), 	 (62) 
2 

w2ikh differs from the experimental values by Almost two orders of 

magnitude,  

r , 	 = 2.5 z 	0ev 	 (63) 
1 

-l5 5.OxlO 0eV 

(63) as given in rtf, (36) appears to be out by a factor of 

ten, Eqn. (62) is in worse agreement with experiment than the 

corresponding result in ret. (36), while It has possibly stronger 

thsoretIal backing. In short, howovcr, both predictions are 

rather hopeless. 

Pinally, it should be mentioned that if the values of X, 

given by eqp, (37) are used then, while the final results differ 

extensively from the results of ref., (36), however, in the limit 

= G 	they agree precisely, so use of eqn, (34b) does not 

cause any fundamental change in the prediction of ref. (5). 

It is possible that the model could be improved by taking a 



• 	i53' 

more. general anaàtz • or the B.S.  wavé-ftrnction. Also we have 

taken the quark tanomalous.magnetio moment to be zerc (This 

óint was discussed in ChapteD 5) Possibly one could improve 
matters by relaxing this assumption. 
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To prove 

00 

= 	: 

N! 4.ImtiS 

2 	12N+l 
where C (q,k) 	= 	 (1) 

N 	 N+3. 	qk 

From the Funke-Fteoke Theorem (ref. 16, p. 211.7) it follows that 

( YN m(k)d(k)2,, (A  1
-1  

1 	z)(1z2) 

I 	2 	2 	= N+1 N&m 	2 
j(q-k) + 	 j 	x - z 

The integral on the left can be evaluated to give (Ref. 18, p. 281), 

for the right hand aide 

N+1 	
i( 2 i)111 	(x) 	 (3) 

since x ) 1 if 	0. This Legendz'e Function is expressible 

in terms of elementary functions (Ref, 17, P. 150). The final 

result is just eqn. (1). 

AEP 	2. 	The integral expression on the right of eqn. (1,2) 

with li2. = 0, can be expressed in terms of stereographic 

dinatee as follows: 

From the explicit form of the stereographic transformation, 

we have 

> 	l.i..vJ29 1 

(q..k)2 	 +IWI 	 (is) 

1+95 	1+99 5 (i+9)( 	) 

= 	 1 	 (lb) 

where, of course, 	a = 1, 2,..., 5, are the stereographic 
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coordinates of 	Next we must find the Jacobian of the 

transformation. V;e have 

= 	k2dk a3c~,c 	 (2) 

in polar coordinates. In polar coordinates the 	read as 

= coaX' 	 (3a) 

Sin X' kift 	p. = 1,2,3,14 	 (3'b) 

where k is a unit vector in the direction Ic expressed in 

polar coordinates. 

From eqn. (2) and the relation between q and 9,5 we have 

dk 	K 	
dy (92) 	

df(ic) 	 (ti.a) 
(1 

= + 	 in3')L'dt'dA(k) 	 (Zb) 

= 	idfl( nt) 	 (Lc) 
(1+ 9) 

where d&(IS) is the element of area on the five dimensional 

hyperaphere, Therefore 

(1+ ')) [dao 	
(Se) 

J 	 J i - 
where (') 	 3 	 (5b) 

Aendix. Spherical Harmonics 

Five dimensional spherical harmonies are given explicitly by 

(Ref. 16, p. 240, ref. 15). 
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YJ (X 	 = 	( 3inX)11 Q'2 (Cos) 

(sin4i)Qp 
& -m 

:Z N 1 Z ? tml 	 (1) 

('V 
where 5 (x) are the normalized Gegenbauer polynomials, 

obeying the equation 

- (29 +l)zf' + 	 = 	o 	 (2) 

The spherical harmonics fozn a complete orthonoa1 set on the 

unit sphere. A powerful aid, in expanding functions in terms of 

them is the Funke41ecke Theorem (Ref. 16, p. 247). The problem 

here is to expand 1/(1 - ;.') in terms of them. The Funke-

Roche Theorem tells uu that 

m t)dLtt) = 

( 41-  2) 

(K+1)(K+2) ) 

-1 

C 	2( x)( l+x)dx 

(2') 

where c'2 is an unnormalized Gegenbauer polynomial. 

Using elementar:, properties of Gegenbauer polynomials, one 

can show the integral to be equal to 2. This gives the result 

1 	= 	82 	 )X1  ( £') 	
(3) 

(Ic+l)(K+2) 

where the Nm indices have been suppressed. 

?our dimensional spherical harraonici are found by leaving 

out the 	part in eçjn. (1), i.e. 



457'. 

= - (Sin*) Q 
t2 	 (Lv) 

The vector harmonics are defined b715) 

C1) 	A 

' L,Nrn 	t 

(5) 

90 

	

N&rn 	Wat, Yicmw  

The fourth components of each of these can be evaluated easily in 

terms of adjacent scalar harmonics. First consider }m' 
have the well known identity: 

	

zC (z) 	 (m+l)cn 1(z)+(rn+2n..l)C'1 ,(z)1 in 	 2(m+n) 	M+ 	 M-1 M-1 

where the 	are unnormalized Gegenbauer polynomials, Also 

C1 jz) 	N(n,ni) ,(z) 	 (6) 

where N2(n,m)(38) 	7E 2(2n+rn 	
(7) 

ni(rn+n)(f(n)) 

So z 	z) = 	 (m+l) 
2(zn+n) 	N(n,m) 

+ (m+2n.l)a1(z) N(n.mu-21 • 	 (8) 
N(n,m) J 

Now j(n.m.u.l1 
= I 	1 

I 
N(n,rn+1) 	L 	ni+ 2nrn)(n) 	

(9) 't)! 
N(n,m) 	(m+n+1)(rn+1) J 

Eqn, (8) to of course true on replacing 9 	by a spherical 

harmonic, using 

n = 
910) 
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Sol, the final result is 

- 	Kl)YW+3.q4M 
+ 4 	i.1,m1 

where(1) - 	(N+1)(N+2) 	j 
(12) 

'I 
(2)  

Next consider 	4vUmwe have 

_L..L2. L + 00054 	 013) 
OCoa 

OQos* 	Sin2* end 	- 	q 	
(1I) 

SO'16q14 Nf'm 
arns 00oe$ TN&UL 	 (15) 

It follows that we are interested in the quantity 

(1_z2) 	t(l.z2),C/2,j4+l 
( Z)1 (16) 

We?l a standard identity states that 

(1..z2) 	C(z)  
2(N + 1)'.. 

N.6  11 1 	(17) 

Also, keeping eijs. (8), (9)  in mind we have 

(1..z2)4 	l_z2) 2 ( z) - (1_z2)'2 
I - 

z4( z) 

+ 



(l_z2) 2 [i14i). +1   

and so 
(1) 91.2 (2) 

Nm - 	2 KN YNI Zm + 2 'ic& 

______ Let 	f 	obey the differential equation 

= 	0  

What equation does 	g 	obey, if 	t 	g? 	This is, trivia1Iy,  

pg" + (q + 2p)' + (r + + pg 	0  

orr  letting = 

+ (ci +2pp)g' + ((L2) + pq + z)g 	, 

= + Qq' • Rg  

zarnI 

Let 	f be a Gegenb*er po1yriorrii1 	C 

Then P (1,,2) 

ci 
r n(n+2m) () 

Lt 	X 	= (1 	z2) (5) 

Then p 	= 
1z  

:an 	•q 4i+) z. 

= n(n+2m) + 

If 	in + a = 	that is it 	g = 	(1Z2)m4 G M, then the equation is 

(1-z 2)g" + (an3) z g" + [n(n+2m) +. 2rn1] 0 
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I  .'o prove the equation:- 

2 	 (2)2 id1 (qk) 	 (i) 
(q..k) +ic 

in Minkoweki metric. In uc1idean metric this is proved using 

Gauss' Theorem. This could probably also be done here, but a 

more straightforward proof is the following: 

In configuration space, the equation becomes 

+x2 D(x) 	_i2 	 (2) 
(2i) 

Now 14(x) 	- 	P - + 

It to11ow that equation (2) is true. 

A'P(DIX 6. 	we evaluate two closely related integrals in this 

appendix. 

1 - f 	2 	 (1) 
8 wla5 	 1 - n.v)' + t-7- (1+95)(1+95')  

where W 

We am carry out the integral over the symmetric four dimensional 

subspace with the aid of the Funke-ffecke Theorem (ref, 16, p. 247). 

The result is 

X 

	

I 	= 	
3in V dX'' 	

Lt2 	
dt 	(2) 

a-t 

	

where a 	1- Coajcos'X' + (l+Cos)(l + Cos)(') 

sini sinX 	 (3) 
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4. V+y2). .- 	(yLy3y2 
2W(l-y) 	 . 

)V3( 2c*V) 4 oV3  (2i log. 	 (7) 

The second .integral to be evaluated is 

.$'.1L.!L.._ 
8i . (8) 

 + IL  

Most of the work has 	ea.dy been done. 	In tact 

I' 
; 	 I 	.\ 

+ 	( 	(iy')dy x11 (9) 
wrvy3 0 

where 	is defined by 	() and 	is the area of a unit 

sphere in Thur dimensional space. This can be evaluated to give 

I' 1ogj) +25 (io) 

To show that-2—.—  
is Independent of 	A when 

2+xc ) 

2 	 a P 	(m1nQ . 	.. 



= + 	L 	rnji (2) 

The notation m 	rn-rn2  

M+ 	- 

has and will be used. 

[m2 +A)m 	rnL1:m (2) 

+ 	+ 

= ( 2m1  

in 

On wing MI.  
M 	in 

+ f 	in equ 	(2) 	one gets that 

a2+K2[M MOW 

(L) 

Similarly 

2+2 
(5) 

(a1  +K )( a2  
so  

+i 	) 

W2L.Z. Consider a Liamiltonian of the form 

12 3¼ 	12 
2 	311.1 

where the r are now just spin maries, the other quantum manbera 

being explicitly oontined in the indices 	1, 12 	etc. Tme wish to 
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calculate the 3-matrix in the chain approximation, using this 

form of k 	We make the simplifying decision to am only 

elosed loop diagrams, i.e. 

x = 
excluding diagrams such as shown in rig. 1. 

This amounts to ignoring all but one term of 	given by 

en. (4,1) Then, what is essentially ecLn. (4,9) can be written 

as 

I 	 = Si, Si 	
I 	• •'• 3 	 l2314 





65- 
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Then 

(II) 1-KB 

However, the matrix of interest here is 

GK (2) 

GK) ra  =G rt (is) 

= G,., 	r+art 	 (Li, ) 

tAr,a 

=:*  rt r 	 (ç) 
tr 

If use 18 made of such identities as 

)
i t iEri, 
	= 2 

it 
r,t 

+ ::E: % a 4  t (s6

IT 
\ ) 	+ 	

() 
r 	X,r A r,a 

the final matrix becomes 

Ar.( 	 + 1T x+ 	
+ 	(r) 

i,J 4r,s 

+ 	 + 	(tq ) 



These results are quoted but not derived in ret'.. (.30) 

Another non-trivial . example Is 

j7 - 	1SJ 	i3 

The matrix to be inverted is . 	. 

2 
. 

The determinant of this matrix can be put in the fox 

det(Ki) -1 	0 0 

'Let 	A rs 	be the 'matrix of co-factord'. 	Then 

A Pr=( )fll 
	 i ) 

iZr 

re r Sr 

,80, 'the final matrix je  

k=l 

(%14 ) 



.• 	 ••• 

which has a surrising1y sinle, attractive foi 

Note that the poles in the 8- atrix are always given by 

the condition 

det(i -XB) 	= 	0  

_________ 	To prove the result 

+ +0 	 0 + 	 0 00 2T(K •) = ¶r(K1 -4 	 T(K—%) (i) 

Acurrent-current Hsmiltonian will contain terms tranformi ng 

like iuoapisi tensors of rank 00  , /2, 1, 2 at most. The , 

terms are of interest in the K -, 2v dr. These arise 

from terms like 	 • 

V1 A + 	 (2) 

where i ma over the lsovectomindióes lt .• 2, 3 while a .  runs 

over isosjAnor Indices (e.g.  

Let us, therefore look at thconsCçjueneea of assuming a 

flUfliltontan*ith iaoapin:proper.± s  

A(, 	+ r3( x) 	 (3) 

Consider the K4' -itt0  decay, liere 	+, Now the final 

atote is an E-state and so its iospir state must be .symmetric 

• according to the Generalized Pau)i Principle. It niut therefore 

be an I = 2 state, i.e. 

_ : 	 00 
Sell• 	

• 

In the notation Ii, I)• 	• 	• 
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So the matrix Olernent s 

i° ( IX) 	4 (2 iA("?, *).+ (M) (, 	(5a) 

= R(2., 	) 	 (5b) 

by the V 	rEokart Theorem. Next, coxtsider.the 4 decays. 

12 Q>+ 	11, 0> 	lo. o) 	(6a) 

rn  
H 	• 

31  

We can Ignore the I I part in (6a) since it in. antisymmetrio. 

Therefore 	 . 	• 

+) - 	 •• 	. 	( 7a) 

° t 	I 	r) + (, 4) 	(7b) 

Again only the (/2) part of H is r1evant, vie get precisely 

(b) again, using the Tht that isoapin invariance gives equality 

of the. zeced matrix elements, 	. 	. 	 . 	.•• 	. 
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The statement after eqn. (1,25b) which is a necessary condition 

for the validity of eqn. (26) means that 

-'ip t(x ) 	 ii' t( x ) 
21(x, , )e 	0 

	)e 	•o 

This is impossible since On  does not depend on P0  Therefore 

equation (1.2) and eqn. (1.28) are best ignored.. This affects 

nothing that follows. 

The rotation oqn. (2,26a) is invalid for M = 0. In this case 

eqn, (28a) must be used it rollowa that the derivation of 

ei, (2.8), eqri. (2.49) are unrigorous except in the equal 

mass case. However, it can be shown by other means that 

eqn. (2.48) is oorreot 44 , even in the unequal mass case. 

A possible aid to understanding the paradoxes of Section (Zi) 

Chapter 2 is that eqn. (2.51) can only be applied at points 

on the real axis where 	(q) has no singularities. If 

(q) has singularities on the real axis, these contribute 

extra terms to eqp. (2.52a), with 6-Thnti0 behaviour. 
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